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.: 15 Early Start 0/ Organized Labor
i 1. S M BV r, #M) 407-.1-IX,-0- ' - Will Show On Nov. 2 Election

PUBLISHED To PROMOTE THE GENERAL WELFARE OF ALL MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES By JOHN MeMAHON
Eight years ago, when Richard family of the American labor

3 Nixon was elected to the White movement that is going to be for
House, it was said by those who Gerald Ford."

A are supposed to know, that the Following the Executive Coun-
Guam, Where America's Day Begins • Hawaii. The 50th State • No. California, The Golden State • No. Nevada. Silver State • Utah. Heart Of The Rockies reason Nixon won was the late cil's action, the AFL-CIO General

start of organized labor's cam- Board was called to Washington,
paign to help Hubert Humphrey. D.C. "to prepare for the cam-

VOL. 35--NO. 11 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 41>540 November, 1976 Well, AFL-CIO President paign and mobilize labor's full
George Meany didn't want that support for Carter and Mondale."

/1 to be said again. On July 19, The AFL-CIO decision to en-
1976, just four days after the dorse Carter was attributed to4*

end of the Democratic Party Con- the damage done to America by
vention in New York City, Meany the Nixon-Ford Administration

.,+ - : 4,~, called for the endorsement of and the fact that Carter, as
Jimmy Carter and Walter Mon- Meany put it, is a candidate
dale by the AFL-CIO Executive "whose overall purpose is our

It.
"b Council. The endorsement of the purpose-to put America back to

4 . 1% Carter/Mondale ticket was unani- work."
mous. Carter's campaign is listing as

are here today because we've had ment. He has said time after

After the endorsement Meany its number one priority, policies
told a press conference that "We that will guarantee full employ-

government policies that increase - says it costs too much to put our
enough. We've had enough of time that "While some people

unemployment, feed inflation, people back to work, I think it
IA cause recessions and create mis- costs too much not to put our

ery and hardship. people back to work."
"We've had enough of govern- Appearing before audiences

ment by veto, by stalemate, by across the country, Carter has

:~4 J * along, with no leadership, no firm strations.

~ inaction, by deceit and by pardon blasted away at the drifting poli-
-a government that just drifts cies of the Nixon-Ford Admini-

/ policy, foreign or domestic. • In 1975 unemployment rose
"American deserves better. And to the highest level in over 30

':' 4 we are here to do our level best years.
4 to see that America gets better. • Among heads of household,

,1 We are here to help elect Gover- unemployment rates tripled be-
15#J ,i~ nor Carter and Senator Mondale. tween 1969 and July 1976.

They are determined to get • During the last 71/k years,

''0~~ ~ ' ~-"""~'"~~ and will lead this country with duced an additional $547 billion
'~'SWA~ America back to work. They can full employment would have pro-

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE for President, San Francisco. Shown with them are John firm desolve, vision, compassion. of national goods and services.
Jimmy Carter, was introduced to Local 3 Henning, Executive Officer of the Califor- America needs them and we are • Federal budget deficits
Business Manager Dale Marr at a recent nia Labor Federation, AFL-CIO, and Tom going to help them in every way soared as a result of the two re-
breakfast with California labor leaders in Kenny of the Sacramento Labor Council. we can." cent recessions, amounting to

Meany also said that "We'11 $173 billion during the last eight
give him (Carter) all the support years, nearly three times as much

Over Six-Year Plan we can .legitimately and _legally as during the previous eight
give him through our COPE or- years.
ganization, through our central • Consumers prices rose by 63.2

Fresno, Hwy. Commission Blast CalTrans tion, through our national unions, on-Ford years. Since President
bodies, thuough our state federa- per cent during the last 7 ~ Nix-

through our COPE area commit- Ford took office, prices rose by
By JAMES EARP would recommit itself to complet- ished. If the Fresno ruling had tees-the entire bit. And the rea- 14.1 per cent from August 1974 to

A massive tug-of-war is unleash- ing the proj ect s,which wer e been allowed to stand, 48 projects son I say it will be all-out support July 1976, almost as much in
ing across the state over the six- signed under contract over a dec- involving $160 million could have is,the fact that I cannot find any- two years as in the entire eight
year highway plan initiated by the ade ago. been held up. However, the state one, at any level, in the official (Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)
California Department of Trans- These actions indicate a wide- managed to get a change of venue 00, 7,portation last July. spread disenchantment with the allowing the file to be transferred

The confrontation over the new current program among govern- to Sacramento, where Sacramento
program, which preaches frugal- ment, labor and citizen's groups Superior Co urt Judge Charles
ity and an emphasis on mainte- throughout the state, who, though Johnson reversed the temporary
nance and mass transit programs, they have not established any injunction. ;

 :14surfaced recently in a Pasadena firm alliances with one another, Johnson told City of Fresno of- .
public hearing, when the Califor  are criticizing the present plan ficials that they should take their ~ ~ I
nia Highway Commission demon- because they feel it will not meet case to the State Highway Com- .4 +stated its disapproval of the cur- the transportation needs of Cali- mission, the legislature or Gov- i -'
rent $5.6 billion plan by reappro- fornia over the next six years. ernor Brown. Fresno Assistant .. .
priating and adding a total of $571 In the case of the Fresno suit, City Atty. Wayne Witchez indi- 2.-,»4'. 46 ' -1*-
million towards the completion of the issues revolves around three cated he would wait until after the *
the State freeway system. sections of unfinished freeway- Highway Commission meets in D

Meanwhile in Fresno, a battle Hwys. 41, 168 and 180-running Sacramento the fourth week in -Lthat has raged for six months through the center of the city. (Continued on Page 2, Col. 3)
over three sections of uncom- Fresno officials say the city re-
pleted freeway in the downtown ceived contractual commitment OFFICIAL NOTICE ·area, finally came to a climax from the state nearly 20 years ago ~when the City of Fresno secured a that the three stretches of high- Recording-Corresponding 1:=· *'*----7,temporary restraining order from way totaling eight miles, would be Secretary James "Red" Ivy ~ *b +4 2 I Yl,& ISuperior Court Judge Blaine Pet- completed. has announced that because of : , +

 .45>I :*A - ' afi~ . t, 4.titt, The purpose of the injunction But under the new CalTrans six- the large number of members ' 1
was to block all new state free- year plan, it was made clear to paying union dues by the year t L K ' 1"616,2, i
way construction until the State Fresno that these sections of free- in advance, the mailing of c.*f , 2.:" .-...LV'

way would not be completed-at year cards will be delayed. i tr'; Immi=4.
Ivy said "because this is a ·,*|16&

MEETING NOTICE least not in the near future. very slow process that must
Fresno responded by securing be done manually, and the .b :The next semi-annual meet-

ing will be held on Saturday, the restraining order banning con- large number of members who ACK.
' January 8, 1977, at 1:00 p.m., struction of all projects in the have payed their dues one CALIFORNIA SENATOR John V. Tunney addressed the

at the Masonic Auditorium, state that had received approval year in advance, the mailing 11 th convention of the California Labor Federation, AFL-
lili California Street near after the Fresno projects, which of the cards will take a little CIO held recently in Sacramento, and blasted the eco-began initial construction two longer this year."Taylor, in San Francisco. years ago, but were never fin- nomic policies of the Ford Administration.
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////'$4 ''*/'91// "~LOOKING-14 Hwy. Plan Not Meeting Needs ~
(Continued from Page 1) "And if more of the work now doesn't have the experience or

0 being done by CalTrans employes the ability for the job."IV 4 _ October before deciding whether -at the expense of our members Alquist praised members ofLABOR - or not to appeal.
Jlt>'4 v What the Highway Commission -was let out in private contracts the Highway Commission for in-

-- - . ~ exist," he said. year construction plan.

By DALE MARR, Business Manager does in Sacramento remains to be with union workers, then I think cluding the Blood Alley and

seen, but the schism between the most of that billion dollar tax downtown San Jose-Guadalupe
Commission and CalTrans may in- Burns talks about would cease to projects iiI the Commision's six-

, Crease, since State Secretary of The $309 million surplus in Cal- The commission budget addi- ~
This may be the most important election of your life. If Business and Transportation Don- Trans has brought Ms. Gianturco tion earmarked $291 million for

you vote and how you vote could well determine the future aid Burns declared that CalTrans considerable flack. Northern California projects andwould not consider the new alloca-of your country for the next 50 years. Despite acrimony, tions drawn up by the commis- State Senator Alfred Alquist $280 million for Southern Califor-
personal attacks and counter-attacks, despite personal and sion. (D-San Jose), who has been nia projects. Though the amounts

party affiliations, despite likes and dislikes for vice presi- Local 3 Business Manager Dale ects in his area, such as the against state policy of giving
working hard for highway proj- of these a ppropri ations goes

dential candidates, wives, children and even occupations of Marr, who had expressed criti- Highway 101 bypass of Blood Al- Southern California 60 per cent
the presidential candidates, there are basic issues funda- cism of the program's priorities ley between San Jose and San of available highway funds, the
mental to the trade union movement that divide President earlier, commented that he was Martin, said that the miscalcula- commission demonstrated in its =
Ford and Governor Carter as wide and as deep as the Grand "glad to see some public concern ~

over the present program." He
Canyon. praised the members of the High-

- Fundamentally, President Ford, his staff, his cabinet of- way Commission who had voted Road Maintenance Not Enough
ficers and a multitude of millionaries, multi-nationals and for the revised allocations for
management-oriented supporters are anti-union. They be- their "courage," in light of the Governor Brown's pro-rehabilitation, anti-construction attitude

fact that their action virtually as- towards the state's highways appears to be faltering, even though
lieve in right-to-work, they believe in strengthening-not sured the dismissal of two Com- the current six-year highway plan has taken money from the con-
repealing-the anti-union sections of the Taft-Hartley Act. mission members whose terms struction coffer to fund road maintenance.
They are against situs picketing in any form. In short, they are up in January. A recent study conducted by The Road Information Program
oppose all those things that we as good trade unionists stand "Governor Brown claims that (TRIP) declares that California is not spending enough money on

for. We think that this alone is enough to send trade union_ the current program was de- its maintenance programs. Since the administration cannot realis-

ists, their families and friends to the polls as never before signed to meet the needs of what tically take any more money from construction, it appears that
the public said it wanted." Marr CaITrans has short-changed itself altogether on the highway pro-

in support of Democratic candidates. This group of anti- said. "Yet, from the comments gram.
unionists also support the open shop concept, higher cor- I get from the districts in North- The TRIP study indicates that one-third of California's 169,616
porate profits and continuing subsidies and tax write-offs ern California, the people are miles of roads and streets will need to be reconstructed by 1980 if
for multi-nationals and vested interests. wondering - what happened to they are not resurfaced in the meantime.

those promises that the unfin- The cost of resurfacing these roads, according to a TRIP esti-
However, there is more. As a tax payer and consurner ished links in the freeway would mate is $4.4 billion, compared with a cost of $19.8 billion to recon-

you can expect no relief if President Ford's administration be completed." struct them--or a savings of $15.4 billion if California resurfaces
is returned to office. Inflation will continue as long as there ' If the Highway Commission's these roads before they deteriorate beyond the point of repair.
is high unemployment and low wages. Instead of decreasing additions to the construction fund This mileage is rated "fair" by the Federal Highway Adminis-

welfare and faltering social programs, the Ford administra- are followed by CalTrans, these tration and is expected to deteriorate to a "poor" or non-resurfac-
unfinished links in the California able condition by 1980, because of increasing traffic volume.

tion policies promise to drive us deeper into deficit spending freeway system could be built. TRIP reports that another 11,704 miles of roads in California
that jeopardizes social security, our pension system and de- However, the possibility of that are now too badly weakened with wear and age to be resurfaced.
clining quality of available care at increased personal cost occurring is very slim at this "Resurfaeing of badly worn road# is being proposed well be-
for our senior citizens from their health programs. So you P0int, unless the people of Cal- yond 'the normal renewal cycle because of a shortage of road
can see that as a tax payer, consumer, or retiree it is impera- ifornia show a definite opposition funds," said TRIP spokesman Dick Moseman. Moseman is presi-

to the present plan. dent of the C. K. Moseman Construction Company, of Shingly
tive that you vote for the Carter-Mondale-Tunney ticket on State Secretary of Business Springs, California.1' November 2nd, and supportthe state Democratic candidates and Transportation Donald "R's a waste of money to let California roads deteriorate to the
from school board to senate in this very vital election. Burns, under whose direction point where they must be rebuilt, when that isn't necessary," he

Cal'rrans ultimately comes crit- added.
If the above reasons are not enough to convince you icized the Commission, declaring To avoid the need for reconstruction, TRIP recommends that

that this nation needs new leadership and new directions, that its approach to the approved municipal, state, county and municipal road agencies should re-
then let me discuss with you why, as a mother, father, uncle, program "ignores fiscal respon- surface an average of 13,800 miles of roads a year at a cost of $1.1

, grandfather or just a plain family member who cares about sibility." billion. This does not include the cost of rebuilding the 11,704 miles
the future of your loved ones, it is essential that you sup- Plunging ahead with new free- of' roads that are too deteriorated to salvage.
port the Carter-Mondale-Tunney candidacies. 7Inder the way contracts on such a scale, , "By comparison, the State Department of Transportation, coun-

he complained, would necessitate ty and municipal road agencies have budgeted only $18.5 million in
Ford-Nixon administrations we witnessed not only a decline a state tax increase of $1 billion. fiscal 1977 for all road programs," said Hoseman. "This is not
in the quality of our educational system, but a reduction of It would also demand the addi- even enough to keep up with resurfacing needs."
support and availability of that system to the middle class tion of 2,500 employees to the
and poor. Not once during the rhetoric of this campaign has payrolls of CalTrans which has tion in funds reflects on Ms. action that at this particular time,
President Ford indicated any concern, let alone any pro_ recently laid off many of its em- Gianturco's ability to run Cal- Northern Califor niaisina
gram, that would improve the quality of education and ex- ployees. Trans. greater need of highway money

"I find Burns' statement about "A bureaucracy that misses es- than the south, which has no newtend the availability of such programs to the sons and an increase in taxes and CalTrans timated income by $300 million major projects on the boards.
daughters and grandchildren of the working middle class. payrolls misleading, when you needs looking into," he declared. Burns, however, has pointed ~
On the contrary, policies of this administration have encour- view it in light of the fact that a "The foul-up in scheduling neces- out that the state is not legally '-·,
aged institutions of higher learning to increase the cost of $309 million surplus has surfaced sary planning and constructing bound to follow the allocations
admission at both state and private institutions while con- in their highway revenues," com- freeways could cost taxpayers drawn up by the Highway Com-
tinuing to play politics by improving subsidies and avail- mented ·Business Manager Dale dearly. I think the problem lies mission. He has directed Ms.

Marr. with Mrs. Gianturco, who simply Gianturco to proceed with theability for such programs to foreign exchange students. __ _ _ program as was originally out-~ lined.Without a doubt, California in particular, and several ~.10,rvi=,Ip,Ip,p,pi-. Burns said Ms. Gianturco couldother western states in our jurisdictional area, will be pivotal 2~11~01,1.61„~.~.6~ get around the commission's ac-in this presidential campaign. We would ask each of you to ~ tion simply by not putting the
personally dedicate one week of your life toward providing MmUSHED To PROMON THE OENERAL WEBARS 0, AU ,/i.ERS AND Tle,1 14„1115 projects out to bid.
our country with an opportunity for new leadership and new The Highw ay Commissioners
directions. Such a contribution during the final week of this I~filF1066 Artlia pointed out they took their course
vital election can very well ~ determine the future of your Published each month by Local Union No. 3 of the

 of action in order to provoke max-
imum open discussion on the is-family, your state and your nation. Here are just a few ways International Union of Operating Engineers sues currently facing the highway

- your family and friends can make a difference. If you belong ~ (No. California, No. Nevada, Utah, Hawaii, Guam) program.
to a neighborhood group, a club, lodge or organization, set Subscription price $4.50 per year. Ken Vetter, Vice Chairman of

Office: 474 Valencia St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103up a telephone bank. Encourage your group to call their the Commission and the man who
friends and neighbors and help get out the vote. Set up a Advertising Rates Available on Request helped to draft the program

changes, concedes that both hetransportation pool individually or with groups and assist DALE MARR Business Manager and Editor and Commission Chairman Wil-and encourage the shut-in or infirm and those lacking trans- HAROLD HUSTON President liam Leonard are operating on
portation with an opportunity to vote. Check with other BOB MAYFIELD Vice-President borrowed time. They are the only
community groups around you and encourage them to set JAMES "RED" IVY Recording-Corresponding Secty. (Continued on Page 16, Col. 3)
up a transportation pool and telephone bank. Call your dis- HAROLD J. LEWIS Financial Secretary
trict representative, local party headquarters, local labor DON KINCHLOE Treasurer ENGINEERS NEWS

Published monthly by Lowl Union No. 3 of thsgroup and volunteer your services. Find out about absentee International Union of Operating Enzineers, 474KEN ERWIN ...... Director of Public Relations and Valencia St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103. Sic-ballots and emergency voting procedures from your local Managing Editor end class postagi paid at San Francisco, Callfor-
nim.(Continued on Page 16) ,
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4<34<©e€*«2*<2©«2>(3<3©<D€©*«3<<©€«2><3< < <*<8©00€><-<3<3 'Blood Alley' Issue Stalematesf{,3 A Persoltal Note
* By MIKE KRAYNICK,

from District Representative ,
TOM CARTER, 4.>f 4 Assistant District Representative,Tbe President's Pen and JACK BULLARD,

BOB FLECKENSTEIN, - *
By HAROLD HUSTON HARVEYPAHEL, '

Presid8ht Business Representatives , . ,~ ~i· . ,
A $54 million stretch of highway -

r ·5·3>·AN>bb'*»>?>>>->I>>>»>>>>>~?><>>>3·'>>>»>3,-0+I>·>>>> to bypass the state's bioodiest
stretch of highway, an 11-mile N-

First, let me take this opportunity to personally wish each mem_ section of Highway 101 between . I ..0 v S .:1'4., 44 . .*
ber and his family a very happy Thanksgiving Holiday Season. We San Jose and Morgan Hill, is .:; 1 .., L &... .1 .

should take some time out during the holiday season to count our bless- wanted by everyone involved. The
.

ings. Even with the many preblems we face daily, we still have much wrangling goes on about how and . . *-4 · ,
to be thankful for. Please stop and think about it! when that's going to happen. The *4'd* 4 #,r.,5.: 1~I#'*' .'< ' 44' .z.*te.,**~A : 2-I* 4Your president has been very busy the past month in negotiations, latest dispute over the project ' "'~. -
contract violation grievances, and jurisdictional disputes, Every prob- started when the state Highway 4 VI# A-- .'....'#r„~ .50=-
lem a member has must be given our immediate attention, and action Commission decided t9 put the
has to be taken to resolve the grievance in the best interest of the project in the state's six-year A LARGE CROWD of citizens gathered for a rally on Oct.

' member in accordance with the language that is written in the agree- highway plan. The State Legisla- 17 to listen to Senator Al AIquist and others urge the
ment he is working under. ture has dictated that 60 per cent construction of the "Blood Alley" bypass near San Jose. --

I appreciated the opportunity to attend the Eleventh Constitutional of all federal highway funds be The crane displayed at the rally was a result of the efforts
Convention California Labor Federation AFL-CIO at Sacramento, and spent in Southern California and
the 38th Convention of the Western Conference of Operating Engineers 40 per cent in the northern part of Peninsula Crane, Easley Brassy and Connet Construc-

j - held in Las Vegas, Nevada. of the state. By putting the $54 tion.
- . In our discussions in the workshops with delegates from other local million "Blood Alley" bypass and

unions within our International, we found they have the same problems $20 million Guadalupe freeway B
we have, unemployment, inflation, fighting the environmentalists, and project in the six-year plan, the erglund Inc. Reaches 3-Year
many more. Our General President, Jay Turner, gave an excellent Commission has changed that ra-
talk on the many problems labor is faced with in the forthcoming tio.
months and what we must do to overcome them, Better local news is the an- Agreement With Local 3

I am most pleased that the Governor signed the Dumbarton Bridge nouncement from the San An-
Bill, Senate Bill, 1975. We hope this bill will reduce the possibility of tonio Redevelopment Agency. The By ROBERT WAGNON, this time. Picket lines have not

future lawsuits and hopefully increase the chance of success in defeat- City of San Jose has a firm com- District Representative, been established as this is written
ing two suits now pending against the project. This approximately 100 mitment for a $200 million proj- STAN MeNULTY and but are expected to be posted at
million dollar project, we hope, is getting near to a reality. Again, may ect to build a major hotel, a ma- PAT O'CONNELL, the opportune time. It is a very

we express our appreciation to all the brothers and their families who jor department store and office Business Representatives sad moment when a company will
attended the many hearings that were held with us. We have to fight buildings in the area bounded by Berglund, Inc., located in Napa not bargain in good faith at the

for jobs! San Carlos, between Market and and Willits, reached a three-year . table, with the resultant lost time

Your Officers are continuously working to get many new projects Fourth Street. This should be a agreement with Local Union No. 3 and Wages.

approved where they can be let out to bid. One of these projects is the good one to look forward to in negotiators Don Kinchloe and Bob The work picture remains basic-

, : proposed $652 million dollar Marysville Lake Project. I hope our State 1977. Wagnon. The final offer was rati- ally the same as last month with

and Federal elected officials, with the public, will give stronger support A considerable change in the fied by a unanimous vote just Phase II of the Ukiah High School

i -  for the construction of new dams, not only for the many jobs they will work picture is taking place in prior to contract expiration. An the only major contract awarded.

~ ' ~ -&:create, but for, the precious water which will.be very scarce if we get our Santa Clara Valley. We have earlier proposal by company ne- Hunt Construction of Sacramento,

2 another dry winter. been taking quiie a few names off gotiator Judge Elderkin had been an AGC contractor, was the suc-
our Out-of-Work list and in some rejected 22 to 0. Berglund em- cessful bidder on both phases.

Reservoir levels will hit new lows this year in the State of Califor- cases we even ran out of men for ployees were on strike two years As we enter the rainy season
2 nia. Water Storage in Lake Oroville on the Feather River will drop to sorne classifications. This has not ago for sixteen weeks when nego- and the resultant increase of

1,726,000 acre feet by October 1, the lowest Ievel since the reservoir happened here for a long time. tiations were handled for the com- members signing the out of workwas created 15 years ago, the Bureau of Reclamation reports. pany by D. Combs. list, we would like to remind ev-
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. The lake's capacity is 3,500,000 acre feet. This is caused by the dry Lake and Mendocino Count~ eryone of the "84 day. rule" ; i.e.We in the Santa Clara, Santa
year that hit the Sacramento Valley and the mountain regions last Cruz, Monterey and San Benito Building Material Suppliers also „Re-registration must be accom-

, winter and fall. Last year's October 1st reading at the end of the irri- counties suggest and urge you had their second offer unanimous- plished before the eighty-fifth day
gation season was 2,857,000 acre feet. to vote for the following poli- ly accepted after a short strike after original registration or re-

- The six major reservoirs in California will end this season with ticians who are running for and resultant lockout. A picket registration." Don't lose your
only five million acre feet in storage, compared to 10,500,000 acre feet various offices: line was established at Baxman place on the list-remember to re-

1 r last year. Congress: Norm Minetta Sand & Gravel after members em- register.
Lake Shasta on the Sacramento River with a capacity of 4,500,000 State Senate: Al Alquist ployed in the eight units compris-

ing LAMBAMS rejected a 50 cents At its meeting on Oct. 17, theacre feet has been hard hit and is down to 930,000 acre feet. State Assembly: per hour offer. Counter offer of Executive Board approved theOther October reservoir projections are Clair Engle Lake, with a William Gissler $1.05 per hour was submitted and request for endorsement and~ capacity of 2,500,000 acre feet down to 1,500,000 acre feet; Millerton San Jose City Council:i accepted within thirty-six hours. additional in-kind services forLake on the San Joaquin River with a capacity of 520,000 acre feet :Bart Collins
down to 135,000 acre feet; San Luis Reservoir in Merced County with Santa Cruz County Board of Dresser Industries remains as Raymond Byrne, candidate for

the only unit in District No. 10 Judge, Superior Court No. 1.a capacity of 2,100,000 acre feet down to 387,000 acre feet; Lake Berry- Supervisors: Pat Liberty
essa with a capacity of 1,600,000 acre feet down to 1,025,000 acre feet with negotiations not completed at

• and Folsom Lake on the American River with a capacity of one mil-

# The total capacity of the major reservoirs is more than 14 million
lion acre feet down to 320,000 acre feet. With New Projects
acre feet which means by the fall storage will be down to 30 to 40 per '
cent of capacity, lowest in the history of the system, which initially
went into operation in the 1940's with the construction of Shasta Dam Jobs Placement Improves In Stocktonon the upper Sacramento River.

The operation of the extensive dam system is a cooperative func- By WALT TALBOT, place with four new employees station on schedule I for $100,000
tion of the Bureau of Reclamation and State Department of Water District Representative and each. and W, M. Lyles Co. on schedule
Resources. AL MeNAMARA, Sanco Pipelines of Campbell II for $265,000.

~ The Bureau is meeting 75 per cent of all water demands on the Business Representative was low bidder at $510,000 to con- Many older schools are being
Sacramento River from Redding to the Sacramento Delta, including The placement of engineers on struct storm drains for the north- demolished in Stockton that do

~ delta outflows for water quality maintenance. The State is required to various projects has improved south sewer interceptor project not meet earthquake standards,
meet 25 per cent of the needs. somewhat during the past month at $3.5 million. even though the contractors are

The construction of new dams means jobs, flood protection, recrea- over what was expected because The City of Lodi has advertised finding it very difficult to knock
tion, and water stored to be used at a later date as needed. of the competion of several ma- for contractors to submit bids on them down in order to build new

We must keep the pressure on all the politicians. The labor people joi projects due to the earlier the improvements of the sanitary ones. However, this does not af-

consist of a large voting block. If all labor will unite together as a team start this year. sewer lines on Stockton St., Cen- ford utility service and site prep-
and register and vote in all City, County, State and Federal elections, Claude C. Wood Co. was the tury Blvd. and Backman Road in aration work for a few engineers.
we can accomplish the goals we set. We must elect our friends of labor leader with seventeen new hires Lodi. Estimated cost of the proj- Claude C. Wood Co. was the
and defeat our enemies of labor! for their rock plant in Clements, ect is approximately one-half mil- successful bidder at $213,000 to

, Calaveras Cement Co. job in San lion dollars, the City of Lodi for the recon-
- Andreas; H. D. Repair shop in San Joaquin Co. and the City struction of Lodi Ave. from Ham

Lodi and various smaller type of Stockton also have road sur- Lane to Avena Ave. -
5-~ jobs in San Joaquin County. Me- facing and street improvement Central Valley Const. of FresnoYour Vote Counts! lones Contractors was second by projects out for bid with expected for $150,000 was low to the U.S.

employing eight engineers; Holt bids for both projects to exceed Forest Service for the construe-
Bros. was third with five new em- $400,000. Teichert Const. was the tion of Lake Alpine-Silver Water

Vote On November 2 ployees in their tractor repair successful bidder on the storm pollution abatement project at

3,8 , -+ .-C.. shops, with Boecon Corp. and drain trunk line and removal of Lake Alpine in the Stanislaus Na-
Teichert Const. tying for fourth existing storm water pumping tional Forest. -

.
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A././"- /'"- - :RE€iNG Marr Urges Members In East Bay
To Vote 'Yes' On Sewer Bond

JNES in the lower East Bay to Vote deep Bay wJters with no harm- the raw sewage. However, by 6

Business Manager Dale Marr "super sewer" to Hayward and "primary" treatment facilities I
~ urged Operating Engineers living eventually out three miles into which removed some solids from 3

"Yes" on a measure which will ful effects on the marine life. the 1960's, because of population '
By BOB MAYFIELD appropriate the necessary funds The total length of the new proj- growth and increased sewage, 1

to finance a $75 million "super ect from Fremont to the Bay dis- The State Regional Water QualityVice-President. sewer" project. charge point is 32 miles. Diameter Control Board dictated that a
On Nov. 2, voters in Hayward, of the pipe is three feet in the higher level of treatment was

This month I would direct most of my comments towards the Fremont, Union City and several south and eight feet at the dis- necessary.
1976 elections, as in my opinion the outcome of these returns are going other East Bay communities rep- charge point. Today, all waste water dis-
to affect the future outcome of all unions in this country and their resenting a population of 450.000 Passage of Measure W would do charged into the San Francisco

1 membership to the point of make or br.eak in some instances. A great will have an opportunity to vote the following: Bay is treated by a series of
deal of State offices and issues, as well as Federal offices and local "Yes" on Measure W, a revenue • Improve the sewage treat- chemical, bacterial and mechani-
issues, in addition to the Presidency of the United States, are at stake bond calling for $10.8 million to ment and disposal system, and cal processes that remove nnuch
and all working people and their wives and dependents must do their finance the local portion of the eliminate contamination of shal- of the sewage material.
part to see that the destiny of each right one is secured. They must $75 million project. low shoreline areas in Fremont, This somewhat cleaner sewage

-- do this by voting for the candidates who are most apt to support the The "super sewer," which Newark aiid Union City. is then discharged from any of
issues that most affect our jobs. I will be the very first to admit that would provide three to four years · • Make po ssible a system the six EBDA treatment plants
this is quite often nowadays extrernely hard to detect as to whorn is of work for Operating Engineers whereby flows of sewage can be onto the nearest East Bay shore-
going to support the working person's needs, because what they might employed on the project, is being reversed in the super sewer for 'line. This current system is not
promise or campaign as a platform is another different matter as proposed by the East Bay Dis- future reuse and reclamation of good enough to meet the new
to how they perform once actually elected. Prime evidence of this charges Authority ( EBDA). treated waste water. tough federal and state clean
can be witnessed by what the track record of the California Governor The purpose of the project is to • Upgrade the system to meet water requirements.
Jerry Brown (heavily Local #3 and labor supported) has demon- upgrade the present sewer sys- mandated federal water quality To meet these new reguire-
strated thus far. He has been almost anti-labor in some instances and tem, which will not meet the requirements. ments several alternate plans '

- had an extreme environmentalist attitude toward key state projects stricter federal water quality • Provide local funding, which were developed, of which the so-
in instance after instance. Only just lately (last month) under a great standards that will be imposed on will enable the acquisition of called "Super Sewer" appears to
deal of labor pressure has he signed the Dumbarton Bridge project, the Bay Area communities in the state (12.5 per cent) and federal be the most promising. The proj-
which has been on his desk for signature, and I almost suspect he next few years. (75 per cent) funding, available ect includes a total program of
did this only to appease labor at this critical time immediately pre- Like San Francisco, the cities only through September 1977. upgraded treatment, manage-
ceding this election and not because he has taken the bull by the horns, in the jurisdiction of the EBDA • Avoid the banning of all ment, disposal and reclamation.
and did so on his own and strongly supported this legislation. are faced with the necessity of construe tion of buildings, a The current system consists of

Passage in the City & County of San Francisco of the $240 million upgrading sewage systems which condition which would eventually six separate treatment facilities
bond issue for sewer and water cleanup is absolutely essential. This are currently dumping impure be imposed on the communities each discharging into shallow
is the city's matching funds portion for the One Billion Dollar-plus water into the Bay. by the Regional Water Quality East Bay waters. The Super
projects that are sorely heeded for the old, outdated and undersized The proposed project would. if Control Board if the present sewer Sewer will connect all these
systems which now exist. On heavy rainy days the present systems passed, convert the Irvington and system is not upgraded. plants with a massive "intercep-
allow raw sewage to flow directly into the Bay as a result of the un- Newark treatment plants to raw If the measure is not passed, tor" pipline that will carry all
controlled overflows. One would think everyone in this city would be sewage pumping stations. Un- the cities affected by the project treated sewage north to the vicin-
for clean water and sewage and a cleaner Bay and ocean as a result treated sewage would then pass will be forced to come up with ity of the Oakland Airport. At this
of this project. However, it seems as though any project that resembles through these two stations via a the full $75 million. point, another long pipe, the "out-
new construction, the Sierra Club and others are against, irrespective pressure pipeline into the enlarged Most cities in the state dis- fall," will carry the waste water
of what the project might be designed to do. and upgraded Alvarado Treat- charged raw sewage into the deep into the Bay while gradually

In the State of Utah where this Local Union, as well as all of ment plant, with a capacity of water- ways and the ocean until diluting the waste water with
the basic crafts, are continually struggling to hold their own against 19.7 million gallons daily. Chlori- 1947, when the State Department clean Bay water. The natural
the non-union and open shop employer in this right-to-work state, we nated effluent with secondary of Public Health prohibited it. tidal action of the Bay would then
have a big job in getting several important people elected. The pres- treatment would be pumped from By the mid-1950's, every city flush these wastes seaward out of
ent governor, Calvin Rampton, who has been an excellent man doing the Alvarado plant north via the and sanitary district had obtained the Bay.
a job in a difficult state, is now retiring. I would urge all voters in ,
that state who are registered to vote to vote for the Democratic can-
didate, Scott Matheson, for Governor, as he is being strongly endorsed Work Is Slow We Need To Encourageby Rampton and apparently his sympathies lie with the working class;
whereas the Republican candidate is most definitely pro-non-Union.
Also, Gil Athay is running for Attorney General for the State of Utah
and Robert Springmeyer is running for Salt Lake County Councilman In west Bay Our Neighbors To Vote
and deserves the support of all eligible voters in the State of Utah. By GEORGE HALSTED,
All of these men have been endorsed by the Executive Board of Local Business Representative By DON KINCHLOE, Treasurer#3 and are being supported as well with our financial contributions Work on the West Side has In last month's issue, I reported that we started negotiations within high hopes of their being elected. Even if all of these very im- slowed down. Ball, Ball & Bro- Berglund Tractor, which has shops in Napa and Willits, California.portant positions are filled with these men, I can say that all of labor samer is winding up fast on the Bob Wagnon and I negotiated the contract and did very well accord-has their work cut out in this state as there is a big effort to make Tehama-Colusa Canal Reach 5. ing to the brother engineer's vote. I was unable to attend the ratifica-intrusions by the open shop and non-Union contractors for available Speaking of canals, Reachs 6 and tion meeting because I had a conference to go to. The brother engi-work and in some instances they have been successful in doing so, 7 will be put to bid in 1977 along neer's voted unanimously to accept the negotiated package that BobI'In most sorry to say. with approximately 50 miles of Wagnon presented.The presidential race, of course, affects us all the most, irrespec- irrigation pipe line. So much for that. I want to bring something of interest up that af-tive of where we live in Local #3 because the Federal government is Triangle Engineering was low fects all of us and our families. Something no one else can do but youthe largest single spender as far as new construction jobs are con- bidder on a bridge and ap- and your wife and your children that are of age and can vote. No-cerned. Also, national policies, National Labor Relation Board ap- proaches on Highway 20, west of vember 2 is getting closer and that is the day you vote for a newpointments, Federal Judge appointments, and Cabinet positions on Williams. This job should be go- President of the United States for four years. In my own opinion, Ia Federal level are made by the elected president or at least are under in g by the time this article is out. don't think we can stand another eight years of Republicans. Withhis direction. Over the long term these policies affect each of us much R. C. Collet has been working the television debates between Carter and the other guy and Mondalemore than we would on the surface realize. These past 8 years under on the West Side Mall in Willows. and the other guy, I believe Americans have already made their, Nixon and now President Ford and all of their appointments, policy Claude C. Wood should be wind- minds up.decisions and job vetoes have hurt working people and the labor move- ing up their screening operation There is a problem, and I mean a real problem, and that is toment more than any 8-year period since the turn of this century. I'm in Willows anytime now. They get the people out to vote. I know with the Republicans in the lastnot all that happy with the Democratic choice for president (Jimmy furnished the material for Ball , eight years, the Operating Engineers have been threatened with theCarter) but he is surrounded by Walter Mondale, whose record is the Ball & Brosamer canal job. repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act, inflation, the stopping of many con-second best in Congress regarding vital job votes and has made a Claude C. Wood also has been struction jobs and Watergate. I know the Operating Engineers willpromise to the nation of putting this country back' to work as his No. working right along on the levee vote, but what about the rest of the voters? Will they vote? I think1 goal, as well as many other sound promises, and also to George jobs tafti ngaro und Miller's it would be a very good idea if Operating Engineers contacted theirMeany (AF of IrCIO President) and the Democratic Party. President Landing, south of Grimes, and neighbors next door, across the street and every other place nearbyFord's record has been consistently worse than even Nixon's and as moving up the river toward Co-election day nears he seems to be spending more time at mud-slinging, lusa. This job should go most of and asked them if they are going to vote. '
(and gimmicks such as the Playboy Mazagine buildup regarding Car- next year. The other guy running against Carter now says we need to lower
ter's statement to it) than any other constructive and lasting thing Hensel & Phelps is moving taxes, and we need this and we need that. Why didn't he do it two, he has accomplished in his term. In my opinion, we as working people along with the Meridian Bridge years ago when he took over the job?have really no choice but to get out on November 2nd and vote the job. They are now doing the dirtCarter-Mondale ticket, as well as all other important local and state work that Boscarello started last 1
issues that might be on that November 2nd ballot. year, with Baldwk Contracting

Since the last Engineers News issue came out, the Cortez Gold to do the sub base and paving. Support Carter, MondaleMine agreement in Eastern Nevada has been completed and ratified- Cooney & McHugh should be
By the time this article reaches press, we will have been in what hope- winding up their work soon after
fully will have been successful conclusions of the Abbot Diesel con- a few problems. They are subing At The Polls On Nov. 2tract in Salt Lake City, and also the Utah Builder Bargaining unit from Hensel & Phelps. Baldwin
which covers the building contractors for the State of Utah. (Continued on Page 13, Col. 1)
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New Contract Negotiated At Carlin Gold Work Holding
By CRAIG CANEPA, truck route, went for $665,673, three weeks on the Cordera Mine and a cost-of-living raise. The con- At ModestoDispatcher while the Palisades job was just road. tract was negotiated by Vice Pres-

By -the time you read this the over $2 million. Closer to Reno, Helms picked ident Bob Mayfield, District Rep-
critical November election will be Work that is currently under up the million plus J. C. Penney resentative Dale Beach, Business By JAY VICTOR, Assistant
upon us. This election holds dou- way includes Dubach Inc.'s I-80 site prepartion which has to be Representative Lenny Fagg, Chief District Representative
ble importance for the Brothers job. They are having a few prob- completed by early December. At Steward George Cariotti and Stew- The activity in Tuolumne and
in the Reno area. In addition to lems but anticipate they will make Lovelock they are starting the ards Harvey Hill, Bill Cutler and Stanislaus Counties is holding,
voting in an effort to get Jimmy the Feb. '77 schedule. Del Webb crushing operation and should be Bill Clelland. All the Stewards did however, by the time this reaches
Carter elected President, we must has started their expansion pro- starting the dirt soon. a great job in representing the the press, several of the rnajor
vote to approve issuance of sewer gram on the Sahara and Mac- Taylor International, Rodoni, men in their departments. The jobs in both counties will have
bonds to expand our sewer plant. Sween Construction is doing the George Reed and Helms Con- new Carlin contract calls for an been completed or very close to
Failure of this objective will be ' dirt and underground. Helms has struction are all going full bore immediate raise averaging 7.6%, completion.
a disaster we will have to live put the finishing touches on the in the old Nevada Aggregates pit, with hourly raises of .20 and .10 In Tuolumne County the proj-
with for years. We know the con- Mt. Rose overlay and started the site of the M.G.M. Grand Hotel. annually during the life of the ects that are in progress are
sequences of a permanent build- Reno City street program and Mt. Halms is still at it filling the west contract. The cost-of-living raise going full swing. In the higher
ing ban in this area and we can- Rose skeet, storm sewer and im- side of the pit to ground level so will be added quarterly. In addi- elevations of the county are the
not let it happen. provements. the State can let that section of tion, there were improvements C. F. and B. out of Sacramento

Work in Nevada has improved The Hawthorne area is busy U.S. 395 South sometime in early made in the medical and dental who are putting in a pipe job at
since the start of the new fiscal with Sierra Paving going full bore 1977. Jake's Crane and Herrick benefits and the retirement plan. Pinecrest and are trying to get
year with several jobs being let. on their projects to beat the win- Steel have begun to hang the foun- Better language was written in in as much pipe as they can be-
In the south, Frehner Construe- ter. Walker Boudin, the prime, dation steel for the towers which the contract covering working fore the weather stops them.
tion was low on Highway 50 at has impressed the Navy on Phase will eventually be 360 ft high. The conditions. After hearing the bene- Sierra Paving has finished their -
Dayton with a bid of $2,081,187. IV of the project as they are way work is progressing rapidly and fits in the contract, the members paving project at Beardsley.
Helms was right behind with $2,- ahead of schedule. they now look for an 18 month voted 72-11 to ratify it. Coming on down to Twain Harte,
085,000. Helms came through on Out at Silver Zone, J. B. Per- completion target. The members and families at Twain Harte Plumbing has all
the Washoe Hill 395 project at sons has a full dirt spread on their In the mining industry, the the Duval Mine at Battle Moun- but finished their pipe job at
$621.525. Frehner picked up two second section of I-80 that was let Brothers at Carlin have approved tain attended the annual barbe- Twain Harte. Over on the Archie
more good jobs in the eastern in August. At MeDermitt, Comp- a new contract, by an overwhelm- que sponsored by the Company in Stevenot Bridge on Highway 49,
part of Nevada at Ely and Pali- ton wound up their Indian Colony ing vote, which gives them a pay September. The Stewards held the the contractor is in the process
sades: The EIy job, a two mile job last week and Helms still has raise, improved fringe benefits picnic which was given to cele- of making their last pour on the

brate the outstanding safety rec- decking of the bridge. It won't be
ord at the Mine. many more days until we will be

- Conditions are still bad for the able to drive across the new
members at the Dunphy Baroid bridge. Over in the south part

crew working and no early pros- land Area, Gantz Construction~~ Plant. There is only a minimum of Tuolumne County in the Grove-

pect of recalls. Fortunately, we out of Fresno are putting in a
have been able to find employ- pipeline job in Groveland. Up on

4~ ment for several men in other Highway 108, L. D. Folsom is in
mines. The layoffs were caused the process of doing a lot of rock

barite industry. they have run into on the job.3 by the depressed condition of the drilling and shooting on the rock

- ./.10* The Cortez Gold Mine has run This project has been cut back
out of ore and has auctioned off several engineers but several

I : .*., almost all of it's equipment. The are still working at this time.
Ie*, C. ff„2-, ; mill site will remain in "moth- L. P. Jones out of San Jose area

1 balls" in case a new gold vein is is having to put some repair work
~ k discovered. A few employees re- on one of their brige piers which

11' main to work the leach dumps. did not pass inspection and they

,-'..killililimillillilil:*338 <. 4 .. Vt ,LiT.'*kilij,"Eadiumsel ::ESM,i:Jiliwillimt.. the pier. That project should be
have had to repair a portion of

.,.44.* Anaconda Copper Corp., in Yer-
ington, was thanking about going just about completed. TheyAMONG THOSE NEGOTIATING a new BiM Clelland and Bill Cutler. Other nego- to a 5-day work week but this has should be putting the decking oncontract at Carlin Gold were from left to tiators not pictured were District Rep. Dale fallen through and theY expect an- that bridge in the very near fu-

right, Local 3 Vice President Bob Mayfield, Beach, Business Agent Lenny Fagg, and other five years before they run ture. Cunningham out of Oakdaleout of copper. They have an ex- has a small project up at Earlychief steward George Cariotti and stewards steward Harvey Hill. tensive exploration program to Intake. Unfortunately there willfind new copper deposits in the be only one or two pieces ofSeveral Jobs Start In Fresno immediate area. equipment on this project.
Down in the Sonora area,

Local 3 has endorsed Vir- George Reed Company has been
By CLAUDE ODOM, widening bridges at Dry Creek long delayed section of highway gini a Palmer, candidate for successful in bidding some small

District Representative, and Big Sandy Creek. by 1978 or 1979. The U.S. Forest
BOB MERRIOTT, Three-hundred and sixty-three Service has advanced its priority Washoe County School Board. jobs around the community of

(Continued on Page 16, Col. 3)
Assistant District Representative, thousand dollars is being spent hst for improving the section of

HAROLD SMITH and by the Directors of the Kings Riv- roadway above Pine Ridge which i A
JERRY BENNETT, er Conservation District for geo- would tie in with a four4ane un- Members In Contra Costa County

Business Representatives logic exploration and other sur- divided section of freeway com-
A pre-job conference was held veys at Dinkey Creek before de- pleted in 1972. The actual con- I , 'r,

with Granite Construction Co. of ciding if it is feasible to build a struction contract for the seven- U rged TO Vote 'Yes' On L
Watsonville on.  their Westlands dam and two power plants on the mile section would be in three
Water District Distribution Sys- site. separate contracts totaling $8 Among the vast number of can- proposed projects and allocated
tem Project. The Directors also voted to con- million. The new alignment for didates and propositions that will the money on a priority basis. The

The contract calls for approxi- tract with International Engineer- Highway 168 probably will be appear on the November 2 ballot, county has budgeted a similar
mately 50 miles of various size of ing of San Francisco for prepara- away from the present route and citizens in Contra Costa will see amount for system roads in un-
irrigation pipeline on Laterals 1R, tion of an application to the FPC would have a better grade and one measure-Measure C - that incorporated areas.
3R and 4R, nine outdoor type for a license to build a hydroelec- winter exposure. The Fresno will be one of the last, but not However, because of increased
pumping plants and structure~ tric plant at Pine Flat Dam. County project has been upped least of the measures on the bal- population in the county and due
three earthlined reservoirs an to eleventh position in the State's lot. to inflation, the County Board of
seven steel regulating tanks. This If all goes well, construction on ranking and is the largest project A "Yes" vote on Measure C Supervisors says something has
project went for $11,860,033 with the Pine Flat unit would begin in within the State. will provide for the continuation to give. Rather than decide on
two years to finish. The job is Io- 1979 and be completed by 1983. The studies are scheduled to be of a program that has been a such an important issue them-
cated west of Mendota along the The Dinkey Creek unit would be C ompleted in mid-1977 and would cooperative effort in Contra Costa selves, the Board has turned the

finished in about 1984 or 85 after examine route location, number County for several years - the decision over to the voters, andSan Luis Canal and Interstate 5.
Great Valley Construction Co. of a construction start in 1981. of lanes, the environment im- provision for adequate and safe let them decide if they want to

Fresno is low bidder on a project The application for the power pacts, and growth inducing ef- county and city roads. vote for a 5 cent tax increase in
to reconstruct, widen and resur- generating facility at Pine Flat fects. The program, called the "City- order to continue the funding of
face nine miles of Highway 43 be- is expected to be ready for filing The U.S. Army Corps of En- County Thoroughfare System," is the program.
tween the Kern County line and by November. This facility would gineers awarded a $2.4 million composed of major county roads Measure C would provide up to
Avenue 56 in Southern Tulare be a $36 to HO million project, contract to Gentz Construction Co. and city streets which presently $1.5 million to widen roads for
County. Great Valley's bid of and costs at Dinkey Creek esti- of Fresno for Phase 2 of recrea- constitute one-fourth of the total new capacity, provide stripping,
$289,989.20 was the lowest of mated at $62.3 million. tion facilities at H. V. Eastman mileage in the county. This net-
eleven bidders. , Contracts have been approved Lake behind Buchanan Dam on work also furnishes direct access channelizing, turn lanes, traffic

A bid of $128,127.50 by Hunsaker by the Federal Government for the Chowchilla River in Madera to state highways or provides al- islands and signals to improve
Construction Co. of Fresno was engineering and environmental County. ternate routes to them. safety. The money would be di-
the lowest of seven submitted to studies for Highway 168 between Gentz Construction has com- Since 1959, the county has pro- vided evenly between the cities
the State Department of Trans- Pine Ridge and Shaver Lake in pleted the Panoche Roadside Rest vided $500 thousand a year to as-
portation for highway improve- eastern Fresno County under the Areas located on Interstate 5 near sist the construction of the Thor- and the county, unless the future

ment on Highway 168 in Fresno Forest Highways Act. This action Nees Avenue, 15 miles southeast oughfare system. Each year city brings significant changes in road
County. The project calls for could lead to construction of the (Continued on Page 15, Col. 1) and county engineers have studied mileage distribution.
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Phone-A-Loan Gets Excellent Response Average Building Trades Wages
Response to the new Phone-A- in completing an application. to have your Vacation and Holi- Post Second Quarter increase

Loan program far exceeded our With an approved Phone-A- day Pay tran sferred to your
expectations. Loan account, however, you will Credit Union share account on a WASHINGTON-Average union 200.8 (July 1967 = 100). The 1976

Hundreds of applications have have a quick source of cash if regular monthly basis. Deposited wage rates for building trades rise was below the 4.8 percent re-
been and are being processed, you do need it. You will have in your share account, your Vaca- workers in cities of 100,000 inhabi- corded for the corresponding
and the Credit Union experienced your own "ace-in-the-hole." tion and Holiday Pay will earn a tants or more increased 3.9 per- quarter in 1975 and was the small-
record loan growth in August, the Youth Accounts high-dividend (the current rate is cent in the second quarter of 1976, est second-quarter increase since
first month on the new program. 6.5 per cent per annum) and be the U.S. Department of Labor's 1968, apart from 1972 and 1973

Your children are eligible to
The unexpected workload cre- become lifetime members and en- available for same-day withdraw- Bureau of Labor Statistics report- when wage controls were in effect.

ated by this response has pre- . al by telephone. Insurable mem- ed, Over the 12 months ending July
joy the financial advantages of bers will also receive the benefit About three-fourths of the union 1, 1976, the increase was 6.7 per-vented the Credit Union from no- Credit Union membership. If you of Life Insurance up to $2,000 at members in these cities were in cent-well below the 8.8 percenttifying all applicants on the sta- are interested in enrolling your no additional· cost. bargaining units reporting rate rise for the corresponding periodtus of their applications. We hope C hildren as members, please con-

to notify everyone by the end of tact the Credit Union for infor- thorize transfer by completing activity for the second quarter's annual rate of increase reported
Interested members can au- changes over the quarter-typical a year earlier; it was the smallest

October. mation.
If you have returned an appli- two green Vacation Pay · cards negotiations in construction. The since the first quarter of 1974, the

cation and need a loan, just call Monthly Vacation Pay Transfer (available at the Credit Union second quarter gain brought the end of the wage control period for

the Credit Union and make your If you are not already partici- and District Offices) and return„ Bureau's wage rate index for construction.

request, or write a short note pating in the plan, you may wish ing them to the Credit Union. union building trades workers to (Continued on Page 12, Col. 3)

stating the amount and purpose
of your loan, and your account
number.

Phone-A-Loan js an "ace-in-the-
hole." Hawaii Hosts Construction Of Observatory

At least that's how one member
responded to the new program. BY: HAROLD LEWIS, sity of Hawaii is providing the point from which to view the en- the telescope controls, dark
She liked the idea of having a Financial Secretary; site and mid-level facilities, such tire sky. room, .laboratories, mechanical
telephone source of low-cost cred- WALLACE LEAN, as camps and roads and will get Since it is in the middle of the and electrical shops plus a va-
it available to her family. We District Representative; to use the facility 15 per cent of Pacific Ocean, it produces a riety of modern electronic data-
would like to thank her for the Business Representatives the time. valuable link to the other ob- gathering equipment. The re-
phrase. GORDON MaeDONALD This international project is servatories in a chain of inter- volving dome will use about 350

Your Phone-A-Loan account RICHARD SHUFF, being built near the summit of national cooperation, tons of steel for the main struc-
can be used to obtain a loan for WILLIAM CROZIER and Mauna Kea Mountain here on The high elevation of the sum- tures and the steel skin. Because
almost any purpose - holiday HAROLD LEWIS, JR. the Island of Hawaii. The top of mit affords many advantages of its prime location and modern
gifts, school expenses, furniture, CANADA-FRANCE-HAWAII the mountain is at an elevation such as the relative stillness and instruments, this telescope on
cars, fall vacations, home insula- TELESCOPE of 13,796 feet. At present it takes clarity of the air with few cloudy Mauna Kea Mountain may well
tion, etc. You can even use it to The first benefits of an inter- about an hour to drive from the nights. However there usually out-perform larger instruments
save money by paying off 18 per national proj ect between sea port town of Hilo to the are clouds below the mountain elsewhere in the world.
cent ANNUAL PERCENTAGE France, Canada and Hawaii to camp facilities at Hale Pohaku top which is good because it Operating Engineers currently
RATE bank charge cards with a construct a large optical tele- (House of Stone) which is at the blocks out the lights of the City running the 75 Ton Lima on top
12 per cent ANNUAL PERCENT- scope on the Island of Hawaii 9,000 foot level. From there to of Hilo below. The dryness of of Mauna Kea are Operator Al-
AGE RATE Phone-A-Loan ad- will be reaped in 1978. It will the summit it takes about the air also helps in star obser- lan "Happy" Paiva, and Front
vance before the bank levies a cost approximately 35 million another 40 minutes by a four- vations. End Man is William "Billy"
finance charge on your account. dollars by the time it is com- wheel drive vehicle on steep and The mirror for the telescope Greig. At the time this picture

If you haven't completed an pleted and ready for use. Canada winding gravel roads. measures 144 inches across and was taken, they were operating
application, you can obtain one and France are funding the proj- This site was selected primar- is currently being ground and with 180 feet of boom. Although

from the Credit Union or from ect equally and each country ily because Mauna Kea is 10- polished in Canada. It will be Hawaii is in the tropics and

your District Office. You can will get to use 42-42 per cent cated in the tropics, which pro. three years before this 14-ton these photographs were taken
open a Phone-A-Loan account ,of the viewing time. The Univer- vides a near perfect vantage mirror is ready to be installed. in mid-July the workmen must

without needing a loan. In fact, While Canada is responsible dress for winter weather be-

you never have to use the ac- for the intricate mirror system, cause of the high altitude and

count, and it costs you nothing to France is manufacturing the strong winds. Some of the main

open one-except the time spent heavy mounting and the main problems that are ever present
driving gear. This telescope will is the lack of oxygen at this high
be extremely accurate in locat- altitude. Some of the equipment
ing known stars and also in was able to be supercharged

New Jobs ~ tracking stars for several hours but the meft had to become ac-
. at a time. climatized to the thin air. Along

There will be a total of five with this thin air, the temper-

Start In S.F. v r working levels, the first four will ature fluctuates from 10 to 50
be in the concrete base and the degrees Fahrenheit which is
fifth will be in the dome itself. very cold for the people who are

By RALPH WILSON, Some of the rooms in the build- used to living in a tropical eli-
District Representative, ing will be heated. The floor on mate. The biggest problem there

PHIL PRUETT and , which the telescope is situated is the wind. Wind storms can be
CHAS. SNYDER, , 2 1 must be open to the night sky. generated within five minutes

Business Representatives + Therefore it is planned to keep from zero miles per hour to
There are a few new jobs start- this area throughout each day at winds of 75 MPH with gusts to

ing in San Francisco and we have the temperature expected the 95 MPH.
held three pre-job conferences. following night. This will be ac- Our Brother Engineers Happy
Ralph Larsen & Son at U.C. Hos-
pital for site preparation work for 

complished by painting the out- Paiva and Billy Greig are doing
side of the dome white and by an outstanding job on top of the

an annex to U.C. Hospital, Homer f'~ * cooling the floor with refriger- mountain in spite of all of the
J. Olsen on a Muni Rail job on ant. The heated rooms will house natural hardships there.
Ocean Ave., which will include .. 4

street widening and landscaping.
Annuzzi Const. was successful
low bidder on a P.G. & E. con-
tract for resurfacing and paving
at various locations around the · +

 e.1' 1104 -r -

Cl~Yars Construction, who has - /1 lipr 5/' fleter,3 - Crl
kept several Engineers busy
through the summer on sanitary
andstorm drain work at Hunters -4 1
Point Naval Shipyard is on clean- "... #·. ...44«10 + -- 3..d~'f.* 1 41
FlacerJ11(!~s~art~o~ertj~t] Li.]<~.~~:~6: 0,.,0 1, -

Rosas Construction is laying off -mp~,/i---.- ----.--, ....I-....'- -*r - Ilf-W- t, 4.I. 
4

Brothers now. The major part of *f .Rosas work has been with the ~: . ~ . , . .- - --
San Francisco Redevelopment on 4~ 1 101= ,- *J. .%-
site preparation for industrial (Top) Pictured is the $35 million optical telescope under 7,1 ~IC'Ztti:~ - "'ltt ~t';*47 -1'1 , 4, .010...
sites and housing. construction near the summit of Mauna Kea. (Right) , 4' 141, , *,b

Peter Kiewit and Homer Olsen Front end man Billy Greig (left) and Operator Allan '' 4* ' Itt- 5 .I
are finishing up on their respec- 1 t- 1

"Happy" Paiva (right) are currently working on the , -
tive contracts on a sewage trans-
mission line from Evans St. to project. _- lt- . -C' I
Channel Ave.
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OPERATING ENGINEERS TRUST FUNDS: Answers To Questions

j~jft Cle e Gr By ART GAROFALO, Director of Fringe Benefits

On Your Fringe Benefits
Q: My husband was in a traffic accident a month ago and has

week. He would like us to rent a hospital bed due to my husband's
been hospitalized since. The doctor said he could come home next

back injuries. Does the operating engineers plan
cover this?

A: Yes, the rental of a hospital bed isa covered
Vol. 3-No. 11 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA November, 1976 /- 7,~ expense provided that your doctor has prescribed

- ,, it . The Operating Engineers comprehensive med-
~ ;» 4.3 ical plan Will reimburse you for 85 per cent of the

Despite Lifting Of Bans 38 ~ ~F' ~ incurred charge .
-. Q: We recently sent in an enrollment card for
A .01' Kaiser coverage. Are we going to get some sort of

Health Professionals Not A~vertising 0 ~ 13?~3351ij.~cg~jeoncai~~~he~e fp~v~ed ~
Consumer advocates have high sales volumes, who are able chance of a particular person Art Garofalo

Northern California who elected the Kaiser option
noted that the move to bring doc- to advertise lower prices in gen- looking at an ad and having a in October. Your identification card will be sent to
tors and other health professions eral. prescription for it is a million to You shortly by Kaiser. Meanwhile, you need only identify yourself as
into the marketplace by lifting 'Fred Willyerd, executive secre- one." an operating engineer at your local Kaiser facility and your eligibility

I advertising bans could be losing tary of the State Board of Phar- Willyerd also said some early will be checked with the Kaiser office in Oakland.
steam. macy, said of the move away price adveitisers were warned Q: Does the Operating Engineers Dental Plan provide coverage

Recent changes that permit the from specific price advertising, by the Food and Drug Adminis- for orthodontic treatment?
advertising of prices for eye- "As far as I can tell, it was not tration because their ads failed A: Orthodontic treatment is not currently a covered expense under

' glasses and prescription drugs economically feasible because to carry required information, the Operating Engineers D,ental Plan.
have yielded few ads. One Bay there are just too many prescrip- such as the generic name of the Q: Is it time for me to apply for my vacation pay?
Area consumer group reported tien drugs on the market, and the drug, its stren¢h and dose form. A: Request for vacation/holiday pay for the period March through
last month that it is apparently August 1976 must be received by the Trust Fund Office no later than
not laws but "professional cul- ~/ October 31, 1976 for the November payout for operating engineers in
ture" that keeps private prac- y our Pharmacist: California, Nevada and Ulah. If an operator has not filed a request by
titioners from advertising. the October 31 deadline his vacatioh/holiday pay will automatically

The California State Depart- be transferred to his account at the Credit Union. Request cards are
ment of Consumer Affairs backed available at all district offices and the Fringe Benefit Service Center.
narrowly defeated legislation last
session that would have legalized An Important Choice Q: I understand that there is a new prescription drug claim form.

I have some of the old ones, and want to know if I can still use them?
price advertising for all health
services. Now the department, The choice of your pharmacist and drugs to which he is allergic. A: The prescription drug claim form was recently revised. It is

. which says it is "limiting its pri- should be as important to you as This last entry will protect you basically the same'format with the exception that it is now a post card

orities," has not yet decided the choice of your family doctor. from the possibility that you on one side: You may continue to use your supply of the older claim

' whether it will back a similar Your Pharmacist, like your doc- might be prescribed or purchase forms.
, bilI next session. tor, should be a person that you a drug that contains chemicals «Q: My bank of hours will run out on April 30th. I plan to continue

know and can trust. to which you are allergic. The my eligibility by making self-payments. To whom should I make myThe Federal Trade Commis-
sion, prompted by a recent U.S. The reason for taking a little profile will also assist the phar- cheek out and when is my first payment due?

Supreme Court decision, filed an time in the selection of your macist in refillmg your prescrip- A: If an operating engineer ceases to be eligible for health and
action in December 1975 against pharmaeist should be obvious. tions without your having to wait welfare benefits due to temporary disability or unemployemnt, benefits
American Medical Association The majority of the medical care while he does it. A telephone call may be kept in force by making self-payments in the amount deter-
bans on advertising by doctors. these days involves the use of your prescription waiting for you. ance premiums paid by the Trust Fund. It is advisable to contact the

that most Americans receive to him will enable him to have mined by the board of trustees. The amount varies according to insur-
But after several prehearings, some sort of medication. The Determine if your pharmacist Trust Fund Office or the Fringe Benefit Service Center for the currentthe first full hearing has been medication ranges from over-the- provides emergency services. rate. The first payment should be sent to the Trust Fund Office by theput off until next June 6. counter products to prscription This might simply mean that he

The consumer movement has drugs. Regardless of the type of is open at nights or on the 15th day of the month following the date eligibility would otherwise
attacked advertising bans, charg- medication, it will eventually find weekend. You should know the terminate. Checks should be made out to the Operating Engineers
ing that they help licensed pro- its way into and onto your body. hours that he works. Also, many Health and Welfare Trust Fund, indicating your Social Security number
fessionals keep prices up. Their This fact alone should be enough pharmaeists will provide you and the notation "self-payment" in' an appropriate place. Paymentsattack is not limited just to the incentive to prompt you to find
health field. At the beginning of out the contents of every medica- with an emergency telephone can be made for maximum period of three consecutive months for
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its new term last week, the U.S. tion that you use, Your pharma- number in the event that you the full benefit schedule and a maximum period of nine consecutive
Supreme Court announced that it cist is the trained expert. He can desperately need some form of months at a reduced amount for the burial, hospital, medical and
will review lawyer advertising give this information to you. medication. surgical benefits only.
bans. How do you go about choosing

In California, pharmacists a pharmacist? First, assure your-
were the first group of profes- self that your pharmacist has
sionals to have the ban on ad- been adequately trained and is Hea rt Attack Sym ptoms Outlined
vertising lifted. This was the re- licensed to practice in your state. ·
sult of a federal court decision This is perhaps the easy step in A heart attack can strike at any see a doctor because it could clammy. Your forehead will be
in San Francisco that ordered the selecting a pharmacist. Both his time. It can crippfe its victim and mean that you are headed for a covered with sweat, often cold
state to stop prohibiting the ad- diplorna and his license must be sometimes kill. It can strike heart attack. sweat. And your face will become
vertisement of prescription drug prominently displayed in the drug swiftly or can come upon its vic- The same advise applies if you gray in color."
prices. store. tim slowly giving time to get help. get pain during exercise, such as The pain could be an indication

#. Though there was a burst of A good pharmacist will keep Dr. Arthur Vineberg, M.D., in walking up stairs or carrying a of a gallbIadder attack, or a bout
V price advertising immediately af- a drug profile on his customers. a recent article describing how bag of groceries, for example. of indigestion. However, accord-

one can tell if they are having a The first pain is a routine warn- ing to the doctor, "If you sweat,terward, observers say specific
drug prices are seldom adver- The profile will include his cus  heart attack, said, "Many of the ing. The second, occurring under it's almost certainly a heart at-

f - ' tised now. And it is usually only tonbr's name and address, fam- aches and pains of everyday life the same conditions, is a flashing tack. You don't sweat with gail-

drug store chains, with their ily doctor, record of purchases, ~e~s~'rior;vtrheenche'suol~ ~ ps~~a;~~al~ i~s ~ee ur~g~e~h~~r~f gb~~~ido~~, trouble' nor with indi- --

Operating engineers and their families who elected Kaiser cov- just plain over-exertion. But some ing. What should you do if you think
erage during the recent enrollment period in Northern California, are not. Your familiarity with the Dr. Vineberg explained, "The you are having a heart attack?

may avail themselves of the use of the Kaiser/Permanente medi- danger signs might just mean the early warning pains may not be Dr, Vineberg offered this advice,
difference between life and too well-defined at first. But if "Upon having these symptoms,

cal facilities as of November 1, 1976.
Eligibility will be based on the same rules and regulations death!" you are actually having a heart lie flat down, or propped up by

that are in effect under the comprehensive medical benefits pro- Dr. Vineberg offered the follow- attack, chances are you will soon pillows, whichev er p os i tio n

gram. A member must work 90 hours for a contributing employer ing advise on warning signals of realize it." The pain will most makes you more comfortable.

in one month to be eligible for coverage during the following month. a heart attack: likely be severe, usually striking Stay as quiet as you can for half
Any pain in the center of the in the center of the chest, but an hour. If the pain persists, call

Hours worked in excess of the 90-hour requirement will be credited
to a bank of hours to be used in any month where a member can- chest, anywhere along the breast sometimes it occurs in the lower a doctor, or a hospital. Failing

plate, around the nipples, or in part of the chest, or in the arms. that, call the police,"
~ , not meet the eligibility requirement.

Identification cards will be sent to those engineers who are to the left arm, shoulder or neck, "It may feel like a fist, crashing Recognizing- the symptoms of a

4 participate in the Kaiser program. In the interim, eligible partic. could be a warning signal. Relentlessly ' through the chest heart attack could some day save
ipants should have the local Kaiser facility contact the Kaiser of- rioIdn ~fe~oa~nono~m~xe~~~, at~ ~d~v~rkes~ b.mg~tt~~ ba~~udnbde~ ~. ~ic ~eyao~r ftaom~cz= »
flee in Oakland to verify eligibility.

Any questions that new Kaiser participants may have can be , quickly · disappears after the pe- chest," said the doctor. "It will about the possibility of heart at-

directed to the Fringe Benefit Service Center or to any Kaiser/ riod is over, this could be a warn: be difficult to take a deep breath tack. He will glady provide you
ing. If the pain recurs under sim- usually, in fact, it is not possible. with additional information and

Permanente office. ilar circumstances at a later date, Your hands will become cold and advice.

' I.
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Carter vs. Ford - Where They Stand ]
Carter Ford- JOBS -

Carter says, "Our country's single most important priority must be Under President Ford, unemployment soared to the highest levels
a job for every American who wants to work. Every person has a right since the 193Os-seven, eight, nine ~ percent, according to "official"
to a decent job." figures. But in real figures, which include millions of parMime workers

"I am committed to the goal of full employment, and I am dedi- and others so discouraged they've given up looking, joblessness has
cated to positive programs to achieve that goal." been 10-14 percent. In the construction trades, it has hit more than

He supports basic goals of labor-backed proposals on unemploy- 20 percent, over 50 percent in some areas.
ment and asserts joblessness can be cut substantially "without reviving Yet, Ford vetoed four proposals that would have created 2.25
double-digit inflation," thus challenging the Ford assumption that million jobs directly and potentially 11/2 million spin-off jobs. He claims
substantial government investment in reducing unemployment will cause job-creating programs are "inflationary" and the country can't afford
higher infiation. them. But the contrary is true.

Carter hopes "the private sector can produce enough decent jobs For every one percent the unemployment rAte can be cut, more
for all." When jt can not, he says, federal programs should be triggered than $16 billion in federal tax revenues will be generated and approxi-
to "provide funds for useful and productive public employment" in the mately $2.5 billion saved in unemployment compensation and related
cities and neighborhoods of the jobless. benefits for jobless Americans, reducing inflationary pressures, even

He attacks those whose policies created unemployment and who leading toward a more balanced budget.
would go slow in reducing it, saying, "When unemployment prevails, President Ford has made a decision to fight inflation by permitting
they never stand in line looking for a job." continued high unemployment. As a result, we have both.

- INFLATION -
Carter contends one of the most effective weapons against sharply- At the cost of intolerably high unemployment, President Ford has

rising living costs is jobs, says "our first task" in fighting inflation "must reduced somewhat the double-digit inflation of the Nixon years.
be to reduce unemployment . He points out "every one percent we But the cost of living has still soared by more than 14 percent
can cut from the unemployment level will produce about $16 billion since he took office. It still erases workers' wage increases. Indeed,
in federal revenues and will help forestall the kind of budget deficits Nixon-Ford inflation actually has put American workers behind their
that feed inflation." 1965 level in real spendable earnings-what they can, buy with what

*'We will never end the inflationary spiral, and we'11 never have a they take home.
balanced budget," he says, "as long as we have 8 or 9 million Ameri- The Administration has proudly trumpeted the reduction in the
cans who are looking for jobs, plus another 2-3 million people who rate of living cost increase. But it only looks good in comparison to
have given up hope." the 10-12 percent inflation that preceded it. Certainly, when we have

He deplores monetary restrictions and high interest rates as anti- seven to eight percent inflation, no one can suggest the problem has j
inflation weapons and calls for "increased attention to the supply side been cured.
of our economy" and for "strict enforcement of anti-trust and consumer And the modest cut in the inflation rate has come at the highest
protection legislation." of costs, joblessness for millions of workers.

TAX JUSTICE :5%==~

Carter calls for a "complete overhaul" and simplification of the In two instances, President Ford has clearly demonstrated that
tax system that would "lower taxes on middle income and low income "tax justice" is a phrase foreign to his vocabulary.
families," and would discourage tax breaks for corporations that run In late 1975; he proposed a tax program that would have cost fam-
overseas"while people who want work are begging for jobs back home." ilies with ihcomes of $5,000 a year or less as much as $400 per year

He lashes the loophole-ridden tax laws that let "the total tax burden per family in additional taxes.
shift more and more toward the average wage-earner" and points out, The same proposals called for actual tax cuts for others, but his
"The average family earning $10,000 a year pays a higher proportion plan rewarded the highest earners with the highest cuts. The AFL-CIO
of its income in taxes than a family with an annual income of $1 million argued that the highest tax cuts should go to the lowest-paid.
or more" and that "some of our largest corporations with extremely In addition, Ford in December 1975 vetoed action by Congress
high profits pay no tax at all," because of loopholes. "There are not that would extend anti-recession tax cuts for individuals.
any hidden tax loopholes for people who draw a paycheck, but a lot of In other tax areas, Ford says little about closing the loopholes for
loopholes for people who are rich." big corporations and wealthy individuals which cost the Federal Trea-

Carter says, "All my life, I have heard promises of tax reform, sury billions of dollars. Indeed, he proposes new tax breaks for most
but it never quite happens. We are going to make it happen." of them.

- HEALTH CARE -
Carter calls for "a nationwide, comprehensive health program for President Ford rejects a national health insurance plan that would

all our people." Too often, he says, "serious illness means financial protect all Americans. His major proposal has been for a "catastrophic
ruin for a family, and too often a limited income means limited access illness" plan for the elderly only.
to quality medical care." This plan actually is a step backward for seniors in health care.

He also urges "reform of health delivery service" and demands Only one out of 300 elderly persons hospitalized under medicare would
America have "quality health care available to all our citizens on a qualify for any payments under the Ford plan. Meanwhile, for all sen-
regular basis" under a "workable, efficient and fair system of health iors it would add up to $70 more a year in cost of medicare coverage
care," a system that would provide needed preventive medicine. and would more than double their out-of-pocket medical costs.

- WORKERS RIGHTS =--»==......-
14 (b) repeal-Carter says he favors repeal of 14 (b), which 14 (b) repeal-As a member of U.S. House, Ford voted "wrong"

permits state open shop laws, and would sign a repealer if Congress on three key votes on 14 (b) repeal. Has said "my attitude today is pre-
enacts it. cisely the same," meaning he'd veto a repealer.

Situs Picketing-Carter says, "As President, I would have signed Situs Picketing-Ford promised building trades unions more than
the common situs (equal picketing rights for construction workers) bill once he'd sign equal picketing rights for construction workers (situs
that Ford vetoed." picketing) if Congress passed it. Congress did. Ford reneged on his

Job safety-Carter says, "I will vigorously enforce laws protecting promise, caved in to industry pressure, vetoed the bill.
the safety of workers on the job. We must guarantee to every working Job safety-Ford has supported constant efforts by conservatives

, man and woman a clean, safe place to work." in Congress to weaken OSHA and reduce its coverage.
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Local 3 Endorses HAWAII
1. 1Po|itica| Candidates Vice President Walter Mondale

President Jimmy Carter Second Congressional
District (Oahu and
Outer Islands) Dan Akaka

The following is a list of national and state candidates U.S. Senator Spark Matsunaga
for office that have been endorsed by the Union of Operating First Congressional County of Honolulu Frank F. Fasi

Mayor, City and
Engineers Local 3 rank and file Executive Board. Local 3 District
encourages its members to vote for those endorsed candi- (Hawaii-Kai-Aiea) Cec Heftel
dates that appear on the list, but we emphasize that these are
only recommendations.
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Also on this page is a list of propositions that will appear
on the California ballots, along with a brief description of NEVADA
their content. President Jimmy Carter U.S. Senator Howard Cannon

~ Vice President Walter Mondale Congressman James Santini

CALIFORNIA
PRESIDENT JIMMY CARTER (D) UTAH

~ VICE PRESIDENT WALTER MONDALE (D)
U.S. SENATOR JOHN TUNNEY (D) President Jimmy Carter Attorney General Gil Athay

CONGRESS Vice President Walter Mondale Salt Lake County
Commissioner Bob Springmeyer

DISTRICT 1 Harold T. (Bizz) Johnson (D) Governor Scott Matheson
Summit County2 Oscar Klee (D) U.S. Senator Frank Moss

3 John E. Moss (D) Commissioner Dennis Wright
Congressman

4 Robert L. Leggett (D) State Representatives Arlo JamesDistrict 1 Gunn McKay
5 John L. Burton (D) D. Leon Reese
6 Philip Burton (D) Vivian Little
7 George Miller (D) i
8 Ronald V. Dellums (D)
9 Fortney H. (Pete) Stark Jr. (D)

10 Don Edwards (D)
11 Leo Ryan (D)
12 David Harris (D)13 Norman Y. Mineta (D)  CALIFORNIA STATE PROPOSITIONS
14 John J. McFall (D)
15 B. F. Sisk (D) 1. The Housing Finance Bond Law of 1975. ments of county school superintendents,
16 Leon E. Panetta (D) Provides for sale of up to $500 milion in establishment of joint county school boards
17 John Krebs (D) state bonds for use by the California Hous- and superintendents by majority vote of
18 Dean Close (D) ing Finance Agency to make loans for the people.

housing developments. RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES ~
STATE SENATE RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES .

DISTRICT 1 Randolph Collier (D) 9. State Constitutional Offices. Filling Va-
3 Albert S. Rodda (D) 2. The Nejedly-Hart State, Urban and cancies In. Confirmation. Requires legisla-
5 Robert Mendelsohn (D) Coast Park Bond Act of 1976. Provides tive confirma%ion of Governor's appointees
7 John A. Nejedly (R) $280,000,000 for park, beach, recreational, to £111 vacancies in constitutional oflices.
9 Nicholas C. Petris (D) and historical preservation purposes. RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES

11 Alfred E. AIquist (D) RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES
13 John Garamendi (D) 10. Property Taxation by Local Govern-
15 Ernest Mobley (R) 3. The Residential Energy Conservation ments. Whose Boundaries Include Area in
17 Phil Harry (D) Bond Law. Provides $25,000,000 for finan- Two or More Counties. Prohibits property

cing residential energy insulation and solar taxes without Voter approval.
STATE ASSEMBLY heating and cooling systems. RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES

DISTRICT 1 Betty Smith (D) RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES
11. Tax Rates on Unsecured Properly. Re-2 Barry Keene (D) 4. U ni ve rsi ty of California. Competitive quires Legislature to adjust ratios to main-3 George C. Shaw (D) bidding. Grounds for denial of admission. tain equality between unsecured and se-4 Vic Fazio (D) Authorizes Legislature to requirecompeti- cured property.5 Eugene T. Gualco (D) tive bidding for contracts. Prohibits denial

6 Leroy F. Greene (D) of admission for race, religion or ethnic RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES
7 Norman S. Waters (D) heritage. 12. Loans by State for Energy Conserva-
8 Mike Gage (D) RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES tion Improvements in Residential Struc-
9 No Recommendation

10 Daniel E. Boatwright (D) 5. Interest Rates Allowable. Increases tures. Authorizes low interest state loans

11 John T. Knox (D) maximum contract rate of interest collec- for residential insulation and solar heating

12 No Recommendation tible by nonexempt lenders for nonperson- or cooling systems.

13 John JA Miller (D) al, nonfamily and nonhousehold loans. RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES

14 Bill Lockyer (D) RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES 13. Greyhound Dog Racing. Establishes a
15 S. Floyd Mori (D) 6. Bills and Statutes-Effective Date. Gov- state commission to license and regulate
16 Arl Agnos (D) ernor's consideration. Referendum. Ex- the conduct of and wagering on greyhound
17 Willie L. Brown Jr. (D) tends time for Governor's veto and changes dog races.
18 Leo T. McCarthy (D) effective dates of statutes under specified RECOMMENDATION: VOTE NO
19 Louis J. Papan (D) circumstances.20 No Recommendation 14. Agricultural Labor Relations. Reenacts

RECOMMENDATION: VOTE NO Agricultural Labor Relations Act of 1975,21 No Recommendation
22 Richard D. Hayden (R) 7. Judges. Censure, Removal, Judicial Per- with amendments and requires state legis-
23 William Gissler (R) formance Commission. Legislative Consti- lative appropriations to implement.
24 Leona H. Egeland (D) tutional Amendment Article VI. Renames NO RECOMMENDATION
25 Alister McAlister (D) Commission. Authorizes Commission to ad-
26 Carmen Perino (D) 15. Chiropractors, Board of Examiners. Li-monish judges. Expands grounds for cen-

 censing Requirements. Adds two public27 John E. Thruman Jr. (D) sure, removal of judges.
28 Henry J. Melio (D) RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES members to Board of Chiropractic Exam-
29 Martin Dodd (D) iners. Increases educational and. licensing
30 Ken Maddy (R) 8. County Superintendents of Schools and requirements.
31 Richard Lehman (D) Boards of Education. Authorizes appoint-- RECOMMENDATION: VOTE YES
32 Bill Kennedy (D)
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Western Conzerence Meets In Kevada
Turner Addresses Delegates MIB.@t. ., 2 - 4 3- E » f 1 .ft'.

1&3 . *t* f e ·* 4. - ,

On Problems Facing The Union 8.4-1 a *1¢ 4: p ':··/g> ·/ ' ·//~·1E %-6 +

The Western Conference of has failed to recognize the human 211* -: *+,-- +:1~':- s,#*-*+ + z .~., ' 1. t..Er'*...." .i-:,1-ti~1Operating Engineers, AFL- suffering his economic policies /**,vt·LU . - 1 11 T#*4 . figi&,8 #·*U#/&44.:· ~' r.'
CIO met during the week of have placed on the people of this

 &0&:78'* ~ ':.. --¥i i / ,·i (:t ..h . .644 ,$
September 27 in Las Vegas. country." ies 1..- sli@ - A - i . 4...  E.F*&.

' President Turner also discussed ,„..{*41*~ ...Nevada. The C onfer ence, the many problems facing the .
 ..S 5 sei se I **1. C :. 4, 63' -*2 -Sallcomprised of all Operating construction industry in the ;, * -:. . '- Abbd:Ihiall,14"a 111111 3%Engineers local unions in the months ahead. One of the big-

13 western states, met to dis- gest and most immediate prob-
cuss matters of mutual con- lems is the nuclear initiatives * ~ · -~7-- j

appearing on the state ballots in ..4
many of the western states. In "I :I I -'' ~*5 - . 4cern and interest.

Highlights of the four-daY Colorado and Oregon, two states . , :~i:.94conference was an address known for their strong environ-
by IUOE General President mental leanings, the situation is GENERAL PRESIDENT JAY TURNER opened tor J. J. Twombley, at left and William

J. C. Turner. serious. "If these two states al> the Western Conference of Operating En- Dunn from Local 3, who is the new-, elect-

President Turner, speaking to prove the nuclear shutdowns as gineers in Las Vegas, Nevada. Turner was ed President of the Western Conference.
the delegates during the opening proposed on their ballots, you can ioined at the head tcble by Regional Direc-
session, spoke for over 30 min~ rest assured that construction
utes on the problems facing the and business growth will come tor, the restraints and regulations yond geographical boundaries of and will remain, the 10. al unions'

International Union and the con- to a virtual stand-still. These imposed make it almos: impos- any local union." jurisdiction."

struction industry throughout the states must turn back this at- sible for fair employen to be President Turner said in an- Dugan reported on th€ progress

country. He also spoke at great tempt to stop growth and cut awarded the contract. We think nouncing the new charter that made over the past twc years. He

length of the importance of each themselves off from any further this is a conspiracy tc destroy "because California has been in discussed at great lengta, a draft

individual local union getting ac- development of nuclear energy." labor unions, depriving t.e oppor- the - forefront of public employee proposal for a regional contract.

tively involved in the campaign While on the subject of nuclear tunity of union members to earn organizing and have the most so- "So far, we have agre.d to cer-

of Jimmy Carter for President. initiatives, President Turner had a living for their families and phisticated operation for public tain provisions proposed by the

"Over the past eight yeals, we've words of praise for I,ocals 3, 12 therefore is a restraini of trade employees, we felt it was wise to A.G.C., and have refused to agree

had nothing but callous indiffer. an# 501 for their work in defeat- as guaranteed in the Constitution give the first charter and estab- to others. We still have a long

ence from the Republican Ad  ing Proposition 15 in June of this of the United States. We intend to lish the first joint council in Cali- way to go if we are to arrive at

ministration, be it from Richard year. "The total effort made on take the mptter head-on and we fornia." an agreement. But this far, we

Nixon or Gerald Ford." the part of these locals had a expect to win.  « Larry Dugan, Business Man- have reached the conclision that

The General President went on great deal to do with the over- His announcement cf the pro- ager of Local 428 in Arizona there is a future for a regional

to sharply criticize Ford's repeat- whelming defeat of this issue," he Posed lawsuit was the first pub- chaired the work session dealing contract and therefor E, we will

ed vetoes of jobs producing pub- said. lic disclosure of the move and with regional negotiations for the continue to meet with representa-

Iic works bills. "In the past two President Turner also an- was greeted with applause and 13 western states. The report tives of the A.G.C."

years, President Ford has vetoed nounced that the International enthusiasm by the delegates. dealt with progress that has been Other business that took place
Local 3 Business Mar:ager and made in the past year on the sub- included the election cf William

over 2.5 million jobs, many of Union was joining forces with International Vice Presilent Dale ject of a regional collective bar- Dunn, Trustee of the International
which would have been in the other international unions and
construction industry. I think it the National AFL-CIO to bring Marr chaired an important work- gaining agreement. Union and Business Manager of

shop on public employees. The Initiated in December, 1974, re- Local 370 in Washington and
is time for the working people an anti-trust suit against the main topic in this discuEsion was gional bargaining has been the Idaho as President of the Western
of this nation to veto Jerry Ford. Business Roundtable for restraint
It's time for Mr. Ford to stand of trade. "This group, along with the announcement of the grant- topic of numerous meetings Conference. Dunn reflaces Rus-

in the unemployment line for other national employer associa  ing of a separate charter to the throughout the western states for sell Conlon who had to resign as

awhile." tions across the nation have been Public Employees Sect,r of the the past 22 months. The purpose Conference President when he
International Union of Operating of the regional concept, as ex- was elected General Secretary

He went on to say that "we as meeting to determine the easiest Engineers. The charter, forming plained by Regional Director J. J. Treasurer of the International.
union members must make the and quickest way to destroy or- the District Council of Public Em- Twombley in an interview with Vice Presidents Leo E 2.chinski of
lack of jobs and the depressed ganized labor. When a construe-
state of the economy the main tion project of major proportions ployees Number One, [ocated in "Engineers News" in April, 1975, Local 148, East St. Louis, Ill.;

issue of this campaign. We have is in the works, the Roundtable San Francisco, California, will be "is to establish common language Joseph Seymour, Local 12,- Los

to keep the pressure on the can- 'suggests' to their fellow mem- led by International Representa- for contract negotiations dealing Angeles; Robert Fox, Local 501,

didates to discuss economic mat- bers that invitation to bid on the tive Walt Norris. Marr said that with manning requirements and Los Angeles; Frank Hanley, Lo-

ters and to place full employment construction be sent only to those a separate charter for :he public job classifications, It is not the cal 15, New York, and Dan Gagli-
employees will do two main purpose of a regional contract to ardi, Local 137, Brianfiff Manor,

as their number one priority. contractors who operate open . .. . things. "Number one, il will give set standard wages or fringe ben- ' New York, also addzessed the
Democrat Jimmy Carter has shop. If by some chance an invi- the public employee autonomy efits scales however. This is still, delegates.
done this. Republican Jerry Ford tation is sent to a union contrac- and independence from the con-

struction, locals, and number two,
it will free the parent lc, Dals from
the expense of maintaining and
servicing public employees. We
think it is a big step fc,vard for
the public employees and are en-
thusiastic about the granting of
a charter for them."

Marr also said that tt-s charter
will also help to overcome two
big problems in organizing public
employees. "It will alleviate the
barriers to organizing like how
to organize outside traditional
craft jurisdictions and the unit
determination which e<tends be-

(Left) BUSINESS MANAGER
DALE MARR, chaired the
workshop dealing with
public employees a- the
Western Conference of 4»; I.  1,#

*t
24,6*- Operating Engineers.
~ Seated at Marr's right is
I J. J. "Jim" Twombley.

(Right) NEVADA GOV-

~ . for their support to Nevada

ERNOR MIKE O'CALLAG- .... ~.: 11 '*9~15$~. *HAN thanked the delegates ,

~ _ I during the opening session *
~ of the Western Canfefence.
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Carter-Local 3's Candidate IUOE President Turner
(Continued from Page 1) short and won't have to yield project. Even with the support of

years of Kennedy-Johnson. again to an attempted blackmail the adjoining communities, the Urges Members To Vote
• Prices for groceries rose 71 or pressure on our economy." state government, the Governor

per cent in the past 71/~ years, • Full employment, "the most of California, and with the money
with costs of bacon, potatoes, important thing of all. We need available, the project isn't ready
sugar and coffee rnore than a strong government program to to be advertised because of the

IN TNE GENERAL ELECTION TH!8 YEAR, VOTERS WILL CHOOSE A PRESIDENT, ,
doubling. implement employment, primarily red tape in Washington. Because A VICE-PRESIDENT, ONE-THIRD OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE AND THE

• Interes t rates so ared to in the private sector, but as top the bridge goes over the San ENTIRE MOUSE 0, REPRESENTATIVES.

heights unprecedented since the priority. " Even in this year of Francisco Bay, it must be ap- THOSE ELECTED WILL MAKE THE LAWS OF GOVERNMENT. UNLESS ORGANIZED
LABOR ACTS TO MOTIVATE OUR MEMBERS, WE WILL FAIL TO ELECT

1860's, during the Civil War. tight budget priorities, the nation proved by the Coast Guard, the CANDIDATES wHO WILL GOVERN FOR THE BENEFrT OF ALL WORKING AMERICANS,

• Gasoline prices increased 76 is spending $17 billion on welfare Army Corps of Engineers and the WE MUST ELECT CANDIDATES WHO WILL REVERSE TME RECESBION »OLICIES
OF NIXON AND FORD. JIMMY CARTER AND WALTER MONDALE WILL REVERSE

per cent during the Nixon-Ford and unemployment compensation, Fish and Game Department.to THAT POLICY. TMEY ARE COMMITTED TO PUTTING 'AMERICANS BACM TO
WORK", THE AFL-CIO ENDOR8ED CANDIDATES /OR CONGRESS WILL AL80

Administrations. he noted, and that could be spent name just a few. If Jimmy Carter REVERSE THAT POLICY AND THEY ARE COMMITTED TO ORGANIZED LABORIS

• Corporations continued to de- on creating jobs. can help solve this maze that we GOALS OF MOVING AMERICA FORWARD. LABORIS RESPONSIBILITY IS CLEAR.

crease their proportion of the tax "If we carefully target govern- have to put up with just to start a OUR RESPONSIBILITY MUST BE TO INFORM OUR MEMBERS THAT THE REAL

burden, as corporate income taxes ment programs and government project, I'm all for him:~ ISSUES ARE JOBS, TAX JUSTICE, HOUSING AND HEALTH CARE. THESE ARE
THE ISSUES AND THEY CANIT BE IGNORED ANY LONGER. THE AMERICAN

declined frorn 32.8 per cent of incentives, we can reach an un- Marr also called for the support WORKERS MUIT KNOW THAT THEY HAVE LOST HEAVILY IN THEIR BENEFITS

receipts to 25.5 per cent. employment rate of 4 per cent or of all Local 3 members to vote for MENT HAS PRODUCED DRASTIC CUTS IN PAYROLLS FOR OUR WORKERS.
UNDER THE NIXON-FORD ADMINISTRATIONS, EIGHT LONG YEARS OF UNEMPLOY-

Noting that Ford has said that less without. strong inflationary and support Jimmy Carter. EMPLOYMENT CHECKS HAVE GIVEN WAY TO WELFARE CHECKS AND FOOD STAMPS.

he would run on his economic pressures," he said. "We've seen what Gerald Ford THE EIGHT YEARS OF ECONOMIC DECLINE OF THE NIXON-FORD ADMINISTRA.

"record," Carter has cited some • Stable prices, setting a target can do. His policies have main- FORCING THOUSANDS 0/ AMERICANS ON TO THE UNEMPLOYMENT ROLLS EVERY
TIONS HAS NOT ENDED, IT IS CONTINUING. HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT IS

of Ford's records-the worst in- date of 1980 for the return to an DAY, THEY CAN NO LONGER *UPPORT THEIR FAMILIES OR PROVIDE HEALTH

flation rates in 50 years, the inflationary rate of 4 per cent or tained the highest inflation rate in CARE OR EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS FOR THEM. THESE BENEFITS HAVE BEEN
LOST THROUGH MONTHS OF NO WORK.

greatest budget deficit in the na. under-about the rate the nation decades, the highest unemploy-
ALL OPERATING ENGINEERS MUST MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO SEE THAT OUR

tion's 200-year history and a 7.8 had when Nixon took office in ment rate in decades and the least MEMBERS, THEIR FAMILIEB AND THEI" FRIENDS VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER
per cent unemployment rate that 1969.' promise of recovery. His vetoes of ELECTION FOR THE HCARTER-MONDALE" TICKET.

is higher than that of Harry Trf • A balanced budget, which public works bills, of social pro- FEWER THAN 50% 0/ REGISTERED AMERICANS VOTED IN THE 1472

Lyndon Johnson and even Richard Carter said.would never be ELECTION - *N INCREASE OF 10% IN THE NUMBER OF UNION VOTERS ON

Nixon. achieved as long as the nation re- grams to help the victims of his NOVEMBER 2ND WILL GUARANTEE VICTORY AND JOBS.' 00 YOUR PART;

Carter has spelled out a pro mains below full productive capa- jobs vetoes, of practically every
J, C. TURNER, GENERAL PREBIDENT

gram that is designed to turn the city and loopholes in the tax laws piece of legislation designed to INTL. UNION 0/ OPERATING ENGINEENS
1125 17'M ST., N. W.

economy around that includes: cut into federal revenues. He said help the working family are rea-
I Steady growth of the econo- 622 Americans with annual in- sons enough to veto Jerry Ford."

my, "at least double the 2 per cornes over $100,000 paid no taxes
cent or less that has been main- at all last year. 

-

tained under President Nixon Local 3 Business Manager Dale
and Ford." He noted that the Marr has called Jimmy Carter " a ~ . .k,CH ' Mi' ..' ' : *

 l. ..'-I.-~· - 7 '42national economy is losing over breath of fresh air. A man who ~,·*(~ *,t'Cg:
$150 billion a year in goods and is committed to full employment - ./"'F - i *-' , , 41' 4,# .S/lill,
services not produced in the Nix- and, of utmost concern to building ~ :4' 1 3 M. 4. *.2_'
on-Ford recession and said this tradesmen, a #complete reorgani- ~D¥'*f¥* - i,; 2 - .6 0 ~

amounts to a $2,500 loss for every zation of the federal government. " k'8@:*.1 ··t . " ,»«6Z .. . - 4 929
,

family in this country. According to Marr, the reorga- Er,/!404*?, At: . '56 ,;*p 0: ' - .'. t ., ... * . .4.: - 5.31
He cited a need for adequate nization of the government will PR~ 10, "Y <, .".,0.';; 4 .. "" 3 .*11

supplies of basic materials and help solve the "bure aucratic i":.#'' ·'. Flf a . t. 0. 1.4 .4. ti.I I.the necessity of encouraging agri- nightmare the construction indus- 4 ,,  ....«'%4'. 4,*,4~ ,/./, 7,43ii.cultural 'productivity,  enforcing try must,go through before fed- r: ....4~ 4 .4*ff>'.4 war '. & ......k' ./ A.
anti-trust laws to assure competi- eral approval is given for aproj- lf' ·· -4  . t@~~**f.4~ .."

~iesnervend*'s~=t=,i b~twegg~~ ~cutmbanr~onca~eri~ne pro~np~a~~mthet £' L. : ..... 4~,4  ' ~2« ...' 'T ... j~,4 + ..Ii/.2 .-<rtill- ........i- L. 6 141

Forest Industry Has Good Year, IF. 60<* -
-

04 .....m...  9. i:
Other Utah Work Going Well **,2, & T

,

By TOM BILLS,
 

Once more fall is upon us and · ·~ , ~
District Representative and we are all wondering where the

WILLIAM MARKUS, summer and the work season &,#
DON STRATE, and have gone. Our out of work list ihi~ '.
REX DAUGHERTY, is still in good shape in the Provo ~

Business Representatives office.
Despite economic and ecology The work in Southern Utah is r .4 / .4

pressures that have plagued the still holding well. W. W. Clyde's
timber industry, Kaibab Indus- job at Harleys Dome and I-70 is .-'.- . 4-, '. -*

tries in Panguitch, Utah, has had moving along steadily. 'Ihey have 44 *
a profitable year. Even the con- all the excavation done on the
stant battle with the Forest Ser- south lane and are hurrying to SENATOR FRANK E. MOSS-Local 3 endorsed candidate for U.S. Senator in Utah.
vice for timber sales has not get the select material back in
hampered the critters at the Pan- Place and all the asphalt laid so this time but they will probably man. Brother Pete Salazar is structing two large reservoirs for

guitch operation and the brothers it can be opened for the winter have a second shift going by mid- the job steward and doing a fine the Bureau of Land Management.

have been working steady all traffic. October. With the elevation so job. This job is 11 miles of cul- The company has approximately

summer. L. A. Young is about in the high, the two shifts will be try- inary water supply line for the 500,000 yards to move. They are

Hopefully the retail Iumber same shape on their job at West- ing to keep ahead of the frost Emery Power Plant. At this pub- hoping to have the dirt moved

market will continue to climb out water on I-70. At the present time and an early shutdown. Norm lication approximately 50 per this fall and riprap this winter.

of the slump it has been in for they are working five-ten hour Clyde is the project superinten- cent of the job is complete.

the past two years. If the market shifts in order to get the south dent, Brother Derlyn Murry fore- S. J. Grove Const. Co. was the

stabilizes, the good brothers can lane open. The state has a dead_ man, and Brother Burke Whitney apparent low bidder on the State- Meany to Ta Ik
look forward to a good future in line of October for laying the is job steward. We are planning line Dam project. The engineers'

this industry. asphalt. L. A, Young's job at for this job to run well into the estimate was $7,180,000; S. J. On I rn portance

Wheeler Machinery Company in Crescent Junction is about fin- winter. Grove bid $11,062,000 and Green

Salt Lake City, Utah, has ob- ished. They have all the asphalt W. W. Clyde is in the process Const. Co. $14,440,000. At this Of Voting Nov. 2
tained another government con- laid on both lanes, There are of getting their job on I-70 up writing, the Bureau of Reclama-

tract. With this contract the guard rails and signs yet to be Clear Creek Canyon underway. tion plans to award the project AFL-CIO President George

brothers at this operation should installed. It will be beneficial to They will probably just be pio- approximately the middle of Oc- Meany will underscore the impor-
tance of voting in the November

be working through the winter have this section of I-70 open for neering and moving a lot of rock tober. 2, 1976 general election in a spe-
without the usual reduction in the winter. L. A. Young also has this winter. Brother Lorus Paul S. J. Grove is racing with time cial radio broadcast to be carried
force that hits the construction a small crew back in Moal) to re Sherman will be the Project Su- in an attempt to beat the weather on the mutual radio network at
trade this time of year. place a bridge that was washed perintendent on this job. There is and complete the earth fill dam 6:15 p.m, (EDT) on Thursday, Oc-

Negotiations with Abbott GM out last spring, This bridge was 1.75 million yards of dirt to be at Current Creek. At the present tober 21 and on NBC radio on
Diesel in Salt Lake City, Utah, built last winter by L.=A, Young. moved in a four-mile stretch and rate of construction, the company Monday, October 25, at 8:30 p.m.
are preceeding well with the non- Two weeks after it was opened a great share of it is rock. is looking at the end of Novem- (EDT)
economic issues resolved. The there was flooding in the area Enoch Smith & Sons job in ber. Next year there will be a lot Local stations should be checked
contract looks good for settle- and it was washed out, so the Emery County just south of of clean up and concrete work on for possible variations on the time
ment before the current contract State must have it replaced, Castle Dale is progressing quite gate chambers and spillway. of broadcast of the programs,
expires October 30, 1976. We will W. W. Clyde has started the well. Brother Dell Jensen is the Gibbons and Reed Co. is in full which are sponsored by the AFL-
keep you posted on the progress road job at Koosharem Junction. superintendent on the job and swing working five days, 10-hour CIO Committee on Political Edu-
made. There are 12 hands working at Brother John Delaney is the fore- shifts, at Roosevelt, Utah, con- cation.
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Kaiser Ratifies New Contract0~ ) TEACHING TECHS
By JACK BULLARD, was assisting Don Kinchloe in the The hands at Graniterock Aro-

By ART PENNEBAKER Business Representative Rock Sand & Gravel negotiations mas, who are under the Rock
Administrator, Surveyors' JAC Much has happened these past at the same time, and so was un- Sand & Gravel Agreement, sup-

- three months in Monterey Coun- able to attend much of the Kaiser ported the Teamsters wholeheart-

The 1976 work season is coming to an end. Many reported, due to shortages in strand at Natividad and Sid Rigor ognition for their willingness to
ty. All of these happenings weren't negotiation. Stewards Bob Lind- edly. These Brothers deserve rec-

~ Journeymen now realize that it has been less than newspaper space. This writer, at Moss Landing came through support the movement. We ap-
i & ,'~ spectacular in terms of hours of work.
, Jack Bullard, will review some of with the lightning fast telephone , plaud their actions. There are

- It is not surprising under the circumstances those happenings. The eleven In- calls for membership meetings other Employees of other contrac-
that the proRriety of Apprentices working when Journeymen are not ternational Unions and the two near the end. Lindstrand suffered tors who observed the same picket /«
working is being questioned. It is even further confusing when more Kaiser Corporations (Kaiser Ce- an on the job'injury near the end, lines, and we applaud them too.
persons are being trained for fewer and fewer job opportunities. ment and Kaiser Aluminum), and Brothers Johnny Walker and Mike Kraynick directed me

When the N. C. S. J. A. C. training program was put into operation reached final agreement on a Johnny Wood stepped into the (Jack Bullard) to negotiate the
in 1960, two basic premises were made: If the employee is capable of three year contract. The agree- breach. Morris Aniya and Jim J &J Steel agreement in Salinas.producing more, then the employer can afford to pay more to that ment covers Kaiser Natividad, Adkins, Safety Man at Moss Land- The members ratified the agree-
employee and if those higher standards of the workpool were to be Kaiser Moss Landing, & Kaiser ing gave lots of help too. Many ment unanimously. It includes a
sustained, then new entrants to the workpool must be trained to the Permanente. Kaiser requested thanks to all. duration of three years, with a
point of meeting those standards. and received the services of a Readymix Employees in Santa cumulative increase in wages and

It has been a successful enterprise for both the employee and the Special Assistant from the Fed. Cruz and Monterey Counties now fringes of 29.5% above the last
employer. It has been successful because both the employee and the eral Mediation and Conciliation have an agreement that will give contract. We have some language
employer have personally contributed time, energy and expertise Service from Washington, plus them the same wage and fringes improvements and more tools sup-
toward their mutual benefit. another mediator from San Fran- as Readymix Employees in Santa plied,

Federal and state laws have been passed. They do not affect the cisco. Jack Bullard served as Re Clara County! Don Kichloe and Burke Construction of San Luis
general premise of the N. C. S. J. A. C. training program concept, but cording Secretary for the entire Mike Kraynick negotiated tllis Obispo has a screening plant go-
they do affect the details in arriving at the goals of the training pro- agreement; it is a landmark and a ing on Arroyo Seco river West of
gram. negotiation, and as negotiator for happy day! We also supported the Greenfield. They are running

For whatever reason. in the beginning there were few ethnically Local No. 3. Bob Fleckenstein par- Teamsters by observing their about 50,000 tons of river rock
minority persons employed in the occupation of the Field and Con- ticipated, as did District Repre- picket lines, so that they also have 'through in order to recover only
struction Surveying. The Federal Government caused an action in a sentative Mike Kraynick. Mike an agreement giving them parity. 9,000 tons of round, hard, river
Federal Court and there is now a court order instructing the N. C. S.- stones to meet the specifications
J. A. C. to continue training Apprentices and insisting that many of of a sewage treatment plant con-
these trainees be ethnically minority persons. tract at Ft. Ord. Billy Inman's

Additionally, recent federal and state laws now demand the re- More On Wage Increase been down there, along with Doyle
cruitment, training and employment of women on much the same basis Ford on loader, and Joe Herrera.
as ethnically minority persons. (Continued from Page 6) the' quarter ended July 1, 1976. We have pickets on Marotta

California state law demands that employers employ one (1) Ap- Approximately one-tenth of the Excavating on the bicycle paths
prentice for each five (5) Journeymen working at the site of the For workers in bargaining units increases were for more than 85 they're building in Monterey. This ~
public works or an average ratio of one to five on all work of the with wage-rate adjustments actu- cents. is our third picketing of this em-ally going into effect in the second
employer for the entire year. It is a rare survey firm that does not quarter of 1976, waste increases Slightly over half of the April- ployer. r

, survey on public works several times in a year. averaged 5.3 percent, compared July 1976 increases in the 105 Granite Construction, Watson-
A loose definition of a public works job is any job utilizing public with an average adjustment of 6.5 cities resulted from newly-negoti- ville branch, is building the set-

monies to some degree.
These items we have been discussing are federal law, state law percent in the second quarter of ated contracts. Just under one- tling ponds for Kaiser Moss Land-

1975. Historically, collective bar- third of the units with increases ing. It is hard to believe, but my
and orders of a Federal Court. They are not negotiable in the Collec- gaining has the greatest impact on during the quarter also had one diary for September 1975 shows
tive Bargaining Agreement. They are not policy that can be made by average hourly rates for union or more rate advances during the the coastal commission hearings
the J. A. C., they are not decisions that can be superceded by the building trades workers during two preceding quarters. Thus the I attended to support this project.
employer's best judgment, and they are not matters that union mem- h practice in construction of multi- Took this long to get the go-ahead.t e second quarter of the year,
bers can vote on to accept or reject. They are the law of the land. which usually accounts for more step increases within a 12-month This Granite crew is from same

, The N. C. S. J. A. C. has been striving to accommodate the fed- than one-half of the yearly ad- span, which was common prior to group that stripped at the Aromas .
eral law, the state law and the current Court Order and still not vance. the wage control period for con- Quarry. It includes J. C. Ross,
dilute the original premise declared at the beginning of the training Union wage rates in the building struction (March 29, 1971, to April Jack Gaddis, Cal Green, Alberti
program. trades averaged $9.47 on July 1, 30, 1974), is still evident. (Continued on Page 15, Col. 3)

Over the last three years, some realities have emerged: None 1976. The addition of employer
lt:&**~51}°22*~~stt:srt. to. ~:t~.C:h~ rTtafco~~enal&Clrfars~dpZ TALK/NG

MIKE WOMACK, Dir.
stop training; ethnically minority persons will be a part of the work- average rate to $11.38, an increase
pool; women will be a part of the workpool; there is simply no way of 4.8 percent in the second quar- PAUL SCHISSLER
that the N. C . S . J . A. C. can make more jobs . ter of 1976 and 7 .9 percent over TO TECHS GENE MACHADOThe task ahead is not a simple one and complexities abound. This the year. In the second quarter of
discussion has not been a cry for sympathy or an a'ttempt to shift 1975, the corresponding figures -

responsibility. were 5.3 and 9.8 percent. We would like to bring to your attention that if any member is
The facts are that some Journeymen do sit home while some Ap- The proportion of employer con- called for a dispatch and agrees to accept the job from the dispatcher

prentices do work. That can be disturbing and does elicit questions t ributions to employee benefit and does not show up for work, he can, by the Job Placement Regu-
about what is going on. funds has more than doubled since e='f","'--.'"....'%# lations, be ineligible for dispatch for thirty (30)

We are living in an uncomfortable world. All sorts of change is the Bureau first developed such ~ days. All of you should be familiar with these
going on around us. Unfortunately, there are no Houdinis that can data in 1965. At that time, such T-' regulations and a copy can be obtained from Mike,
say "abbra cadabra" and solve all the problems of the world.

One fact we can leave you with, every month of every year since ~hoenti~baug~~ansd~~ene.~ 7fupedrc~c~ ~f~ ~~,~ 9 locul ~rn=~ey are also available through your

1960, there have been more Journeymen who have been expanding age , compared with 17 percent on 4, , 4, , It has come to our attention that some mem-
and adding to their skills through the Apprenticeship Program then July 1, 1976. 1.-.... # bers currently working under the Tech Agreement
there has been new entrants to the Apprenticeship Program with their Wage-rate increases during the \ ' '- e . are apparently confused as to Jhe reckoning of
eye on your job. second quarter of 1976 were re- .#9/"~~-1*,~~ time for the work day. It is the employer's re-

The basic premise still seems to be holding: A good day's work ported by slightly less than two- ~ 0' ' ' sponsibility to schedule the full workday, and
for a good day's pay. The real battle is with the politicians that you thirds of 719 bargaining units sur- 1 6*1& '~ except for time off requested by the employee
have elected. They are fooling around with your job opportunities. veyed during the past year in 105 ~ - 1 for personal business your contract provides under

In a representative form of government, such as ours, we elect cities about the same proportion Mike Womack
Section 04.03.00-Reckoning of Time. Straight time

persons to various levels of government who we believe will pass laws received increases one year ear- (except as provided under Section 04.04.00) shall
and conduct our government in a manner that reflects our personal lier. Two-fifths of these units had be reckoned by the full workday (eight (8) hours) except that on the
moral and practical beliefs. We don't personally make those laws, wage gains of 40 to 60 cents an first (lst) day of employment and on any day that the work on a job
our elected official makes our argument and cafts his vote for our hour, and another three-tenths re- or project is suspended on account of weather conditions or by
best interest. ceived between 15 and 35 cents in written order of the contracting authority not less than four (4) hours

In November, you will select an array of individuals who will at the applicable rate shall be paid for work performed and any
speak for you and who will make decisions affecting your very ~, time thereafter shall be reckoned by the hour.
existence. We again would like to remind you that November 2, 1976 is

To date, no one has figured out exactly why people vote for one drawing near. Just before you mark your ballot for the Presidential
person over another. Perhaps it is a nice smile, a particular hair Candidate, remember Nixon's get-away car was a Ford.
style, a short or catchy name, maybe he just looks good on T.V. and ATTEND Your Local Union, working in conjunction with the N.C.S.J.A.C.
sounds sincere, is once again putting together a round of First Aid Classes for mem-

Why not call him on the telephone or better yet go look him in bers and wives that need to either renew or obtain a multi-media
the eyeball and ask what specifically he intends to do about the lack First Aid Card. The first two classes will be held in November:
of job opportunities. There is no doubt that he will be unalterably
opposed to unemployment. That's nice-but insist on the answer to the UNION Date: November 20, 1976

Timel 8: a.m.
question-"what specifically are you going to do to effectuate full Location: 1225 - 13th Street
employment?" Modesto, CA

It is not necessary to talk directly to the man himself. By being Date: November 27, 1976
persistent with his aides, the message will travel both ways. Either MEETINGS Time: 8:00 a.m.
the candidate is a phoney or he is committed to something. Don't be Location: 675 Hegenberger Road
shy. If you are going to elect a person to speak for you and cast your Oakland, CA
vote to enact important laws which effect your life, then you had Those of you who would like to attend are requested to contact
better know him well. the Tech Center and sign up prior to attendance-phone (405) 638-9353.

i-
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With Safety In Mind At Public Hearings

1976 Accident Rate More Support From Members Needed
By BOB SKIDGEL, District still get ilp and go even after the Shopping Center in Concord.

Takes Upward Trend BUTLER, Assistant District gone. gotten into full swing yet, as
Representative, RON get up and go has got up and The Pittsburg Hospital has not

Representative, GIL One good example of what uni- they have not gotten the bonds
Compared to 1974 and 1975, the accident rate for our members ANDERSON, BUFORD fied support from the brothers yet. This matter should be taken

has taken a disconcerting swing upward this year-especially for ap- BARKS, BILL DORRESTEYN, can do was the last election when care of before too long-
prentices. Many of the accidents have been unnecessary "backovers." CHUCK IVIE, JIM JOHNSON, we fought Proposition 15. We The Peter Kiewit Job at the

A recent case involved faulty equipment. A vi- DEWITT MARHAM, BOB knew if it passed we might as Antioch Bridge is moving slow.
bratory roller jumped out of gear and the hand MARR and HANK MUNROE, well hang up that hard hat and but sure. They are having trouble
brake wasn't working. On this particular type of Business Representatives go fishing. But we fought back with the piles on the Solano side.

Mir - * 1~ ·equipment, there is no way to get the machine back We went to a meeting on the hard and beat Prop. 15 2 to l. Knowing how Peter Kiewit oper-
~, = , ,*X» ~ in gear once it's out. A safety latch which fits down 30th of September and sat and We can do the Fame to these ates, they will get things going

over the gear lever will hold it in place but this talked and listened for four hours other groups if we will just buckle strong before too long.
A - ' 'Jp. 7 machine didn't have one and the operator couldn't trying to convince the E.P.A. that down and do it. So buckle up and

avoid the accident with the machine out of control . Contra Costa County needs the let' s go gang . See you at the next Shops-Mixed Picture
During the accident investigation, the safety extension built onto their waste meeting. We have successfully concluded

i representative heard that the "machine was like treatment plant in Concord. Not negotiations with Pacific Resins
] that a year ago." THEN WHY WASN'T IT RE- so much for the purpose of any Hwy. 4 Winding Up & Chemicals in Richmond, win-

5 PORTED TO THE SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE new construction, but to handle So much on the E.P.A. Now to ning these members substantial4'. $4
A YEAR AGO? what we have built now so the cap off with work picture in East- increases.

Jerry Martin
An inoperative back-up alarm caused the death plant won't have to push any ern Contra Costa County. The This agreement was ratified

of another man this year. The loud drone of heavy equipment can overflow of raw sewage out into Guy F. Atkinson job on Hwy. 4 unanimously by these members.
make you lose your usual hearing perception. After a few hours ex- the Suisun Bay. Sure we're talk- should be sold to the State in Work in the shops is a mixed
posure, you can't distinguish how far away the machine is from you ing about $50 million, but look December, 1976 sometime. The picture. The R. H. Gorman Com-
by the sound of the engine, but the novel beepof a back-up alarm what we have spent to clean up Madonna ' Constructjon job on pany in Hayward which has been
breaks the monotony and lets you know equipment is close at hand. the waters, and then to want to Hwy. 4 should have the traffic enjoyingf lot of work has slowed

Safety representatives sometimes hear the excuse of "fear of being stop a job like this so we can put diverted to the new bridge and down some and has laid off some
fired" as a reason for not reporting faulty equipment or a dangrous raw sewage back into the clean frontage road by the time this brothers.
situation. Let me say as strongly as I can, that YOU WILL NOT BE water. Does that make sense? It printing comes out. Williams and Lane in Berkeley
RUN OFF A JOB FOR REPORTING A SAFETY HAZARD. You have sure doesn't and it won't make Oliver DeSilva is putting in the continues to stay busy.
a union, a safety department, a contract agreed to by the employers. any dollars for our brother engi- parking lot at the new Willows (Contined on Page 14, Col. 1)

the State of California Division of Industrial Safety and Federal OSHA neers either.
to back you up if you're laid off! On the other side of the coin, consider
the consequences of not reporting faulty equipment-you might be the Brother's Support
fatality . Is it worth it ? Or is it worth it to someone else killed on Needed Stewards' NEWS

1 equipment you knew was unsafe before the accjdent? Brothers, we called approxi-Someone once said about safety, "what hasn't happened in twenty mately 200 brothers asking them by Ray Cooper, Job Steward Director
years can happen in twenty seconds or less"-this, brothers, is a true to attend this meeting and givestatement! Look around your job site. Is there equipment or a haz- us the support that we need to The construction industry wasn't new to Richard Flick when heardous condition that's been there for years but hasn't caused an break this job loose. At this time, joined Operating Engineers in 1955. His father, Clarence Flick, hasinjury? Don't count on it. If it doesn't meet the safety code, then take I want to thank the 23 Operating been a member for 31 years and his brother-in-law, Bennie Ellsworththe time to report the hazard so it can be corrected. If something looks Engineers that came. You guys is also a 30 year member. Bennie is still active inunsafe to you but you're not sure if it's a violation, then call your sit around and bellyache because -4#Mfik. the union but Clarence has enjoyed 'Sunday every
safety representative or business agent, -anyway. The safety repre- you are not working, yet you ~,44~, day' for the past ten y«ars of retirement.sentatives in Local Union No. 3 would rather spend the time to check won't come and help us get the · Eureka is home base for this family. Richarda situation and find it safe than overlook a hazard that could cause an work off the board. *. 4, *2% was raised and attended school in the area andaccident.

Some accidents are going to happen even when every precaution When we call you for support . hi, now resides in Eureka with his wife, Lois, and

has been taken; equipment will break and humans make errors. But, we don't: expect you to get up and .. their sons Rick and Jeff. The hilly countryside

these avoidable, unnecessary accidents have got to go! Be properly talk. We will do the talking, etc. ,„„-·.: ~,~'m,... around Eureka is particularly suited to Richard's

equipped with safety devices and use these devices in the proper man- for you. We need the heads so 19 * hobby of motorcycle trial bike riding and they say
ner. Accidents will decrease, I assure you, and if an error is made it we can show them that we do L - ty:,; ·#W~ ocean fishing off the coast of Humboldt County

have support. If anybody would ': ,~* . - '·.-, produces some of the best salmon around.probably won't be a fatal one,
We learn from other people's mistakes-because we never live want to speak they would be more ~t®,0 >. ' 1~ Brother Flick joined Local 3A in 1955 and

than welcome to. What it boils R transferred to Local No. 3 in 1957. He worked at
long enough to make them all ourselves. In terms of safety, monitor down to is that a handful of ay Cooper Mercer-Fraser for 4 years and joined Conner, Jr.,yourself and others working around you to see that past mistakes
aren't repeated. Take the time to report hazards the minute you see Business Agents and 23 hands- for the following 13 years. Richard has served as the job steward for

can't do it alone. The next time the past two out of four years with his present employer, David R.
them. In short, keep safety in mind at aII times. There is no excuse
for taking chances. you get a call, please try and Wilkins.

make it. If you need transporta- At Mercer-Fraser, Brother Flick worked with another operating
tion, let us know. We'll try our engineer, Brover Bowman. Brover joined the union in 1957 and has
best to oblige you. We know that been a loader operator during the past 14 years while he and his

Keep America Free. beat and once you get hbme it's since 1969.
after 8 hours on that iron you're wife, Marna, live in Bayside. He's been job steward at Mercer-Fraser

hard to get that ole body up and The benefits of being a member of Operating Engineers was
going again, but brothers if we brought home for Grover last spring when his wife suffered a serious

Use Your Right To Vote don't start getting out we will all illness. The union medical insurance plan covered a tremendous ·
be looking for work. After 10 amount of the costs incurred and Grover said the personnel in the
hours I'm tired too, but I Eureka office were extremely helpful to him during the time his

wife was ill.

More On San Mateo Jobs Besides having an average of 198 and participating in tournaments

Brother Bowman gets in a little fishing and hunting but his main
hobby is bowling, which he turned into a profitable venture as well.

throughout California, a few years ago Grover invented an aid to(Continued from Page 4) Butte Creek Rock has been busy Blood Bank bowling ball manufacturers. The device allows all three holes in aContracting crews have been with their paving operation and If there is anyone who would bowling ball to be plugged simultaneously, cutting in half the time itbusy working in and around with various jobs around Chico. like to donate to the Blood Bank, took to do them individually. The device is distributed nationally byYuba City on street work, sub- They have been keeping their hot
divisions and underground work. plant real busy. you may do so at the following the Atlas Products-Perry Austin Co. of Des Moines, Iowa and Grover

Jaeger Construction has been R & D Watson has almost com- locations ( and please remember receives a royalty check every year from the sale of his invention.
keeping several operators busy pleted their channel work at this is District 60 when you are :5 0, =**'
with their underground and street Chester. Robinson Consduction donating): f *·
work in Yuba City . Yuba Ready is mid-way on their project in Chico ( at the Chico Donor Cen- ~ 3 r #*. 84,1Mix has been busy all year-even Quincy; also, they are working ter-169 Cohasset Road, Chico):renting mixer trucks at times to in Kelley Ridge.
keep up-their down time has Baldwin Contracting has a Every Monday - 3:00 to 6:00 ~

f been very minimal, which I feel number of resurfacing jobs in ,Pm. Every Tuesday - 8 : 00 to ~,*Ill, ,~ . ~~.2, 1

is a good reflection on the very Marysville, Olivehurst, and .E:v~yal*dayl;:00 t()  141:~ ~.~ ~i~"~,4.· i:. '
21 competent operators who work Linda and they are about to com- 4

for this Yuba City firm. The plete their project at the Olive- Marysville (at the Marysville r1 *.1,1 3shops and plants have kept fairly hurst Public Utilities District Wa- Art Club):
. busy all year. ter Treatment Plant. 2nd Tuesday of each month -

Speaking of plants, Baldwin Work at Tenco Tractor is hold- 1:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Contracting recently bought out ing up rather well at the pres- Oroville (new location: Munich ~ . 1 76X ./

 1. ./6-- i 1
Kaiser Sand and Gravel opera- ent. Tow Motor Di vi sion at pal Auditorium, Montgomery & ~.  -2.23.. ./...- ,1 -1 33, I '.6 11£ 9
tion at Hamilton City and have Marysville has been busy keep- Myers, Oroville): -. y. '. *. -.%,been making some changes in ing their lift trucks available for 1st Thursday of each month -
the operation there. the agriculture work in the area. 1:00 to 6:00 p.m. RICHARD FLICK GROVER BOWMAN
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More East Bay Construction Business Manager Dale Marr and the Officers of Local Union
@bititarirs

No. 3 offer their sympathy and condolence to the families and friends
(Continued from Page 13) they are small. I hope all the crane operators of the following deceased:

Hoyt & Buettner in Hayward Independent has finished the and oilers are registered voters Almasie, Jack (Gene, Wife) 9-30-76
has picked up and they have put rough grading on their Lafayette and get out and vote in this very P.O. Box 875, Winston, Oregon
a couple more mechanics to tract, and Rigisich is sticking the important election, as labor in Browning, Robert (Bonnie, Wife) 9-25-76
work. pipe in the gorund. general has a lot at stake now 28013 Dover Commer, Fremont, Calif.

Peterson Tractor Company in' Gallagher & Burk have men and in the near future. Florence, John (John Florence and Barbara Harvey, Children) 9-28-76
San Leandro remains slow al- scattered all over the valley fin- Also, brothers, please keep up 4410 Virginia Ave., Oakland, Calif.
though they have called back one ishing and cleaning up all of their our good crane rental safety rec- Crenshaw, Henry G. (Harold Crenshaw, Son) 9-20-76
or two brothers. tract work. ord, as we have done a good job 215 Paoakalani No. 8, Honolulu, Hawaii

. Bay Cities is in the finish stage in '75 and sQ far in '76. Hale, Jack (Alta, Wife) 9-26-76
Gravel Plants on Levorna. Western Contra Costa 60 La Vonne Dr., Campbell, Calif.

The same old story about the Blackhawk bids went in on the Out in Western Contra Costa Hanawahine, Solomon (Nora Stant, Sister) 9-23-76
gravel plants is like a merry-go- first 300,000 yards, but no word 1912 E. Kam IV Rd., Honolulu, Hawaii
round. Most of the rock plants on who bought it at this time. County work has perked up with

have been on a full work week After all the unnecessary hassle Independent Construction's job out Hawk, James (Elaine, Wife) 9-26-76
11851 Loma Rice Rd. Marysville, Calif.

schedule. Most of the stockpiles it's good just to know the bids at Hilltop Green, south of 80 free- Hess, Ora (Malinda, Wife) 8-31-76
way across from the new Hilltopare down to a minimum, how- were called for. Shopping Center. They are mov- Riverside, Utah

ever, the rain last week slowed The meeting in Martinez for ing 90 ,000 plus yards here for the James, Clarence (Vera, Wife) 9-21-76
things down somewhat. Repair of the Central San. Project was a second twenty five units of this 9-28-76

Box 1114 77 Elm E. Quincy Calif
the plants are on the agenda for success. Presiding District Rep- tract with more to come later. Langdon, Marvin (Clarissa, Wife)
the winter months. The old Niles resentative, Ron Butler talked for Ezra Faulkner and Jerry Champ- 96 Stoney Brook, San Francisco, Calif. ,
Sand & Gravel Plant will be torn Local 3 and did a great job. Boat- lin tandem pushing with 46A's. Lynch, Robert (Myrtle, Wife) 10- 6-76
down and a new screening plant wright and Nedjedly came on "Whitey" Wilkerson, Paul Cand- 3301 Buchanan Rd., Antioch, Calif.
will be put into operation bY strong for the project. In all the ler, James Gilbeaux, and Al Mc- 41352 Erma Ave., Fremont, Calif.

MeVinnie, Russell (Gladys, Wife) · 9-24-76
Quarry Products of Richmond Board got the picture-jobs, prog- Kinney on the Allis Chalmer 460 M 9-17-76with a smaller plant. ress and food. oss, Wm. M. (Betty, Wife)scrapers. "Frenchy" ThivergeThe Forge is dow*to about 25 We warit to thank all the Local and apprentice Sterling Whither- Murrison, Arthur (Grace, Wife) 9-23-76

P.O. Box 234, Salyer, Calif.
per cent of capacity. The Open 3 hands that showed up. spoon are doing a nice job on the
Hearth Furnance Department is Fellas, we must do better than fill with the compactor. Arba Ginn 825 Buena Vista Dr., Jackson, Calif.
keeping up with one furnance that this at these meetings, even these is policing it all up with the blade O 'Neill, Thomas (Dpris, Wife) 9-23-76
supplies the four mills and the small ones. If we let them feel and Ldwis Kent is polishing up 3263 Vineyard No. 92, Pleasanton, Calif.
slow down of orders for shapes our might at the start, when the the lots and slopes with the D-6. Peterson, John (Katheryn, Wife) 10- 2-76
and heavy rounds for the mining meetings first start it's possible Larry Silva and Bob Hunter take 411 Figueroa St., Folsom, Calif.
industry. they won't go as long as the Dow care of management and grade Renken, Marvin (Verna Mosby, Daughter) 9-20-76

P.O. Box 122, Fallon, NevadaSouthern Alameda thing. Also, we had only two con- setting respectively. All in all a
tractors at this meeting. Winton neat tidy job with some excellent Rouviere, Leon (Marilyn, Wife) 9-29-76

County Jones gave a good show, and work by "good hands." 9-21-76 1
Rt. 1 Box 744E-1, Grass Valley, Calif.

Masud Mehran, (owner of Sun- those two chargers from Black- A few miles down the street in Scheurer, Wilbur (Violet, Wife)
1848 N. Hwy. 99 No. 69, Merced, Calif.set Homes) has just gotten ap- hawk, Wayne Hawkins and Bob Rodeo the Piombo Company is

proval for a huge office complex Carrau. These two guys show at moving in and starting to move Vanarkel, Oliver (Freida, Wife) 10- 6-76
in Livermore. This complex will just about all of the meetings 250,000 yards of dirt so as to end 4218 East Avenue, Livermore, Calif.

sit on 13 plus acres on the corner and they cut them up when they up with a new oil tank storage Wright, Don (Eva, Wife) 9-19-76
1326 Columbia Dr., West Jordon, Utah

of Holmes Ave. and Concannon get up to talk. Let's get it on facility for P. G. & E. $750,000 DECEASED DEPENDENTS - OCTOBER 1976Street. fellas, when you get the call, get for this project which is due to
Hopefully this project wilI be on down there. be finished by the end of January. Amadio, Florence, Deceased September 23, 1976

the shot in the arm, #Livermore Technical advice and consultation Wife of Joseph Amadio

needs to get that city moving Cranes-Picking Up on the cuts and fills is being Green, Cora, Deceased September 21, 1976
Wife of Charles Green

again. Truck cranes are starting to given by Chief of Party, Doug

Pleasanton and Dublin are still pick up in the Bay Area, as we Reed and his Chairman, Ben Hoflin, Jean Fay, Deceased September 19, 1976

very slow. The only project of have had a few small turn Moyer to foreman Angelo Pardini Daughter of Al Hoflin

any size is the sewer line sched- arounds at Phillips, Exxon, and a short timer with Piombo who McCanless, Viola, Deceased October 11, 1976
Wife of John E. McCanless

uled to run across the hill to tie Shell. There has been a little has only been there thirty years,
 Scott, Mildred, Deceased September 23, 1976

into Super Sewer, On November maintenance at Standard Oil and might get on steady soon, Wife of Joe Scott
2, 1976 a bond issue will be be- Union. CORRECTION

The October issue of the Engi-
fore Livermore, Pleasanton, Dub- We have had quite a few cranes
lin, Hayward and Fremont that at Moss Landing at P. G. & E., neers News ran a picture of Job Sacramento Sewer Project

will fund Super Sewer. If any of and are also building a break- Steward Jack Vanlandingham,

those bond issues fail the entire water at the harbor. We have a who was actually working on the

project will be down an already little work at Willows and are Atkinson section of the Hwy. 4 Gets OK, Despite Ecologists
overloaded sewer. in and out at Malones Waste- job, instead Madonna job, as was

stated. By CLEM A. HOOVER, also awarded the same day to
Since all of the developers water near San Jose. Also, have District Representative, Continental Heller Corp. for $5.4

seem to be holding tight until the a few cranes, mostly crawlers,
At its meeting on October TOM ECK, Assistant District million. Also as part of this sewer

elections are over, we will have on the treatment plant. 17th, the Executive Board con- Representative and AL SWAN, project, A. Teichert was awarded
to do the same. As of this writing most of the ctirred in the District 2 Griev- BILL MARSHALL, and two phases of pipeline in excess

crance rental companies are ance Committee recommenda- GEORGE MORGAN, of $10 million and Granite Const.
Central Contra Costa pretty busy and hope it stays that tion to endorse William Moses, Business Representatives was awarded a contract for phase
Central Contra Costa County is way. Tilt up panel work is slow candidate for the Board of Di- The awarding of the $147.5 mil- A in excess of $6  million. These

still holding its own as far as right now, but small hoisting rectors, E.B.M.U.D. lion sewer plant contract faced contracts were a very welcoming
the number of jobs go, but again work is moving well. several major hurdles; but the sight to the Brothers in the Sac-

county supervisors came through ramento area.
, 4 "·'? L - *U on our side and awarded the con- Brothers, this will be the last

tract to the low bidder, which js issue of the Engineers News be-
Limbach National; Huber, Hunt fore the election on November 2.
and Nichols; and George Hyman. We cannot urge you strongly

.. The first hurdle as reported in enough to get to the polls and vote
t. last month's issue, a group of 100 .for the candidates that have been

0 - people tried to obtain a stop order endorsed by not only your Un-
from a superior court judge. For- ion, but all of organized labor.

.

tunately, for us, the judge refused Some of the candidates endorsed
to issue the stop order. Then Air in the Sacramento area by the
P,roducts Co, claimed the speci- Sacramento Grievance Committee
fications in the contract prevented and the Executive Board are:

. them from bidding on the equip- John Garamendi, State Senator
4 ment and was, therefore, discrim- Norm Waters, Assemblyman; Ben

.

I.

I /1, ' inatory to them. They appeared Franklin, Supervisor 4th District;
-r" 7 04* before the County Quality Control Arlene Todd, Supervisor 4th Dis-

0 - -1 --r; - - Agency, which consists of the trict, El Dorado County; Terry
Board of Supervisors, Mayor of Cook, Supervisor 3rd District,.

. 20* -- - 1-~A-,i + , and the agency refused their com- all candidates endorsed by the
Folsom, and the Mayor of Iselton, Placer County. A complete list of

: f. --- --' ( plaint. They then filed an appeal Executive Board will be listed
with the EPA. The County refused elsewhere in your Engineers

i v' 3= to delay the awarding, so Broth- News. If you have any questions
,;r'' ~, - .i't"- ers we won another one and un- about any candidate in the Sac-less another hitch develops we ~

WORK ON the Peter Kiewit iob at the An- side (far side in picture), but the trouble can expect some activity on this ramento area, please feel free to

tioch Bridge is going slow right now, due to isn't expected to hold the iob up long, ac- project very soon. contact the Sacramento office.
some trouble with the pilings on the Solano cording to Business Rep. Chuck Ivy. The administration building was Please VOTE.
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SWAP SHOP CORNER: Free Want Ads for Engineersonal Notes FOR SALE: 1975 MF-30 TRACTOR- P.O.B. 38606 Sacto, CA 95838. Ph. FOR SALE: MACK 1(11 GAS MOTOR
BACKHOE (500 hrs) w/Danuser Drill 916/925-4488 or 916/644-1645. Reg. No. PARTS. crankshaft. heads. Plb tons.
& 8 buckets. $15,000 or trade for 0386060. 10-1. rods, generator, starter. & carburetrir.
Towner Trencher. W. McCroskey, 1225 FOR SALE OR TRADE: 65 WHITE L. Mulhair. 97 Southridge Way. Daly
Vienna Dr0 Sp. 429, Sunnyvale, CA FREIGLINER, 2 axle sleeper air, 1200 City CA 94014. Ph. 415/333-9006. Reg.

SACRAMENTO 94086. Ph, 408/734-4090 after 5 P.M. mi on full major overhaul. 318 GMC. No. 154371. 10-1.
Reg No 0362840. 9-1. PUC license incl. $7,500 or trade for FOR SALE: HEADS FOR INTERIA-

We would like to extend our deepest sympathies to the families and FOR ' SALE: APPROX 54 ACRES. Rubbertire loader or Fergi w/ grding TIONAL RED DIAMOND MOTOR.
fenced w,/60x80 dance floor, nice bank bucket. L. Walker, P.O.B  11423, Ta- Wi]I trade for head for 450 Interna-friends of deceased brothers James Asbury, Fred Wachtel, Leon stand. 40' beer bar. Many cocktail hoe Paradise, CA 95705. Ph. 916/541- itona] Red Diamond Motor. For sale-

- Rouviere, and John Peterson. tables. chairs & stools. Huge fireplace. 6412. Reg. No. 0434521. 10-1. power take-offs for International Mo-
Vacant country store & gas pump. 3 FOR SALE: INTERNATIONAL TRAC- tors. L. Mulhair 97 Southbridge Way.

Our deepest sympathies are extended to Joe Scott on the passing bdrm living quarters in rear. 2 cabins, TOR, MODEL F, CUB. Exe. cond. N Daly City. CA 94014. Ph. 415/333-9006.

of his wife Mildred . 1rg prking & space for over-nite park- Enfantino. 1723 Wilow St. San jose, Reg. No . 154371 . 10- 1 .
ing or picnics. Write Property, 223 CA 95125. Ph. 408/265-8814. Reg. No

MARYSVILLE MacArthur, Pittsburg, CA 94565. Reg. 0459173. 10-1. ' SWAP: HP No. 4.5 CALCULATOR for

No. 0413422. 9-1. FOR SALE: COATS 10-10 NEWMASTER sexton, gd wrkng cond.. G. Treser, 220

Our deepest sympathies to the families and friends of deceased FOR SALE: BENNETT BREATHING TIRE CHANGER. Exe. cond. $250. L Alta Vista Way. Daly City, CA 94014.
MACHINE, model TV2P - complete Stewart. 4141 Deep Creek Rd. No. 50, Ph. 415/333-2967. Reg. No. 0991282. 10-1.

retirees Walter Martin and Ralph Gallatin; also, to families and with nebulizer. $150. Also, regulator & Fremont, CA 94536. Ph. 415/792-1922. FOR SALE: 16· FIBERGLAS BOAT. 40
liter flow gage w/nasal canula & hu- Reg. No. 0546609. 10-1. hrs pwr mere. motor. Almost new. And

friends of deceased Brothers James Hawk and Clarence James, both midifier. $50 complete. E. Conklin, 519 FOR SALE' 8.13 ACRES, nr Shasta .trailer. All very gd. R. Woody. 460 N.

Public Employees Division. Linden Ave., San Bruno, CA 94066. Lake. Jones Valley area. in Pit Rvr Jefferson St., Dixon, CA 95620. Ph.

Ph 415/589-4237. Reg. No, 0529120. 9-1. Arm. w/ 2 bdrm cabin, Owe $3,500. 916/678-3268. Reg. No. 0347177. 11-1.

Best wishes are extended to Brother E. Nisonger for a speedy FO~' SALE: LET-W MODEL C SCRAP- Loan at 7 0. Asking $8,500. B. Pearson, FOR SALE: BLADE 99E, International
ER & Ax,; SHEEPSFOOT. Many C 1621 Grimes Ave.. Modesto. CA 95351. Loader, Back Hoe, Dump Truck, 1800

recovery following his hospitalization. Scraper prts. $6500. J. Mcgeehon, 2460 Ph. 209/523-6327. Reg. No. 0598616. gal. Water Truck, Equipment Trailer,

STOCKTON Warren Rd.. Walnut Creek, CA 94595. 10-1. Compressor, Tandem Roller, D-Pull,
Ph. 415/934-4772. Reg. No. 0535760. 9-1, FOR SALE: COMPLETE DRILLING & Ditchwitch. W. E. Miller, 25 Edna Pl.,

Brothers Gordon Capps, Cleave Wichman, Jack Fereva, Jesse FOR SALE: 212 CAT. BLADE. $3600. TRENCHING BUSINESS, incl. prts, 2- San Jose, CA 95127. Ph. 408/258-5708.
W. D. Davis. 1773 W. Campbell Ave.. way radios in equip & misc. items. A. Reg. No. 0418432. 11-1,

Ballenger, Byron Burt and Gregg Sagrini were either hospitalized Campbell, CA 95008. Ph, 408/379-6829. Strasser, 525 Driscoll Rd.. Fremont. WANTED: OPERATORS MANUAL,

Reg. No. 0732151. 9-1. CA 94538. Ph. 415/656-0848. Reg. No. PARTS BOOK. sales literature or any-
or Ander a doctor's care during the past month. A speedy recovery FOR SALE: 1929 ESSEX to be restored. 0647495..10-1. thing pertaining to an Erie 3/4 yd.

is wished for all. $700. 1957 Chev. 2 dr. $650. 1935 Pon- FOR SALE: DANA 3th WHEEL. Custom Steam Shovel. J. Walsh, P.O.B. 8746,
tiac Coupe to be restored. $550. Wm. blt 32'. Completely self-cont. Loaded Stockton, CA 95208. Reg. No. 0623752.

Brother Curtiss "Curley" Jenkins employed overseas in the Arabic F. Watt. Rt. 1-Bx 685. Libby, Mt. w/ extras incl. Holland hitch. $10,500. 11-1,

region, dropped by the office recently on a job furlough. 59923. Ph. 406/293-5078. Reg. , No. D. Gano, 5662 Auburn Blvd. Sp. No. FOR SALE: BEAUTY SHOP EQUIP.-
0827535.9-1. 25. Sacto, CA 95841. Reg. No. 0893059. 4 Dryers, 1 shampoo chair, 3 hydraulic

Our deepest sympathies are extended to the families and friends FOR SALE: TRANSFER UNIT (slam 10-1. . chairs, 4 station center piece. 1 roller
bangl 1966 Kenworth. 318 Detroit En- FOR SALE'MINI MOTOR HOME. Field tray. C. Criss, 623 Almond St., Corning,

of departed Brothers Arthur Murrison and Jess A. Raines. gine. Gd. cond. $13.500. B. Kinney. Rt. & Strm. 191,6, Sharp! Comp. self-cont. CA 96021. Ph. 916/824-5208. Reg. No.
1-Bx 438 T, Chico. CA 95926. Ph. 916/ Sleeps 6. Many extras. Dodge chassis. 0798176. 11-1.

SAN JOSE 342-5863. Reg. No. 0879591. 9-1. 12,000 miles. $10.500. D. Gano, 5662 Au- FOR SALE: 8//4 DRIVE SOCKET SET
FOR SALE: 33' YELLOWCOACH DIE- burn Blvd. Sp. No. 25. Sacto, CA

We would like to extend our deepest sympathy to the families SEL BUS converted to housecar. $3000 95841. Reg. No. 0893059. 10-1. (11 sockets) in metal case, new cord.

of the following deceased members: Jack Hale, Floyd R. Ramey. or will trade for tractor. H. Pence, FOR SALE: 1/3 SHARE IN UNIM- $40 firm. Also Chain sum-a-long 2 tn
w/ reversing clutch. Exc. cond. $20.00.

4144 Cheeney St., Santa Clara, CA PROVED 10 ACRES in King City area, L. Reeve. 302 E. 39, San Mateo, CA
Special Notice 95054. Ph. 408/248-1780. Reg. No. on paved county rd. $3,000 cash or 94403. Ph. 415/345-0868. Reg. NO.trade for equal value. 13' hull & trail-

BROTHERS !!! for us to help correct contractual inequities, etc. FOR-6SALE: MASSHY FERGUSON er, fiberglass on wood. $150. A Rod- 1051351. 11-1.

we need infgrmation. LET'S COMMUNICATE. BACKHOE. Model 2200 diesel tractor. riguez, 1851 Bellomy St.. Santa Clara. FOR SALE: EXCAVATING, SEPTIC

Model 232 backhoe. Plus landscape CA 95050. Ph. 408/246-7848. ReL No. TANK & SEWER SERVICE BUSI-

"The more information that you feed to a helping hand-the scraper 3 point hitch, hyd. controls. 1022442. 10-1. NESS, equip. incl. Established 16 yrs.

more help you can and will get! ! ! rippers. B. Porter, 159 F St., Redwood ' FOR SALE: AMERICAN & FOREIGN Complete financing avail, w/ 2-3 yrs.
City, CA 94063. Ph. 415/369-0896 after COINS, & 1.4 barrel over & under, 25 deferred payment w/ gd. credit. $60,000

FRESNO - 6 PM wkdays. Reg. No. 1027853. 9-1. CA. pistol, & 1.22 CA. antique pistol. firm. L. DeSignori, 4201 Crows Land-
FOR SALE: BEAUTIFUL LOT .IN T. Spiller, Rt. 1, Bx 920, Jamestown, ing Rd., Modesto, CA 95351. Ph. 209/

We would like to express our deepest sympathy to Brother Joe SHELTER COVE, Humboldt County. CA 95327. Ph. 209/984-5716. Reg. No. 537-6719. Reg. No. 1159453. 11-1.
1054919. 10-1. FOR SALE: PROTO TOOLS, top chestCA. All utilities & paved sts. Gci. re-

Correia on the recent loss of his wife Elizabeth. tirement or vacation homesite. Owner FOR SALE: 1972 CHEVY 3/4 tn, hvy & bottom rollaway. Over $4000 worth
will finance or will consider trade. duty w/ 10' Alaskan Camper, new new. Complete 1/2" drive, 88" & 94".

Our condolences to the families and friends of Brothers Carl Knut- Wm. Yoshida, 47-197 Iuiu St., Kaneohe, tires, 10 mileage. $5,000. 1969 LTD, 4 dr, Pullers & spec. tools for serv. stat. bus.

son, William Huntington and J. A. Gentry who have passed away. No. 1175218.9-1 Rt. 1, Bx 920, Jamestown. CA 95327. tools. $1000. J. Reece, 3481 Astoria St..
Hawaii 96744. Ph. 808/239-9512. Reg. pwr-brks w/ air, new tires. T. Spiller, Tune up manuals & air cond. bk. &

Brother Wilbur J. Scheurer (employed by Flintkote) and Paul Mc- FOR SALE: 4 LOTS, FALLS CITY. Ph. 209/984-5716. Reg. No. 1054919.10-1. Sacto, CA 95838. Ph. 916/929-6209. Reg.
ORE. Newly fenced. 3 bdrm older Mo- FOR SALE: TRAILER ideal for hauling No. 1203471. 11-1.Cutcheon (employed by Saf-T-Cab, Inc.) recently passed away and bile Home on cement. 3 car garage. tractor or backhoe. 26' x T. Tandem

we wish to send our sympathies to families and friends. Berries & fruit. Owner will finance. wheels 750-16. $1,000 firm. E. Paxton, , :
$28,500. (~ty Water. J. Meyer, Bx 23, 1169 Sonuca Ave.. Campbell, CA

Many thanks to those who have donated to our Blood Bank re- Petrolia. A 95558. Reg. No. 1203463. 95008. Ph. 408/378-0856. Reg. NO. RULES FOR SUBMITTING ADS
9-1. 1043707. 10-1.

cently. FOR SALE: 2 310 MICHIGAN SCRAP- FOR SALE: 1966 NOMAD TRAVEL • Any Operating Engineer may ad-
REDDING ERS w/33 yd. buckets. In gd running TRAILER, 17#'  Self-cont. Awning,

cond & gd rubber. J. Bryant, Rt. 2- jacks, new tires. $2,000. F. Martinez, vertise in these columns without
Our deepest sympathy is extended to the family and many friends Bx 7168, Bakerfeld. Ph. 805/833-0937. Jr., Rt. 1 Bx 82C, Winters. CA 95694. charge any PERSONAL PROPERTY

Reg. No. 1238551'. 9-1. Ph. 916/795-4420. Reg. No. 1112933.10-1. he wishes to sell, swap or pur-
of Brother Kyle W. Rogers. Brother Rogers worked in and around FOR SALE: BOB TAIL 1959 Int'l truck. FOR SALE: 1 ACRE FORT DICK, CA chase. Ads will not be accepted for
Redding for many years prior to his retirement. At the time of his dump bx. 10x20 rubber, $2000. B. Willi- $7,500 terms available. I. Bolen, P.O.B. rentals, personal services or side-220 ser. 549 eng. 8 spd R.R. trans. 7 92 AREA. Redwds, cleared bldng spot.

death he lived in Redding with his wife Agnes. ford, 140 Angelita Ave., Pacifica, CA 95, Fort Dick, CA 95538. Ph. 707/487- lines.
f 94044. ph. 415/355-4364. Reg. No. FOR SALE: 152 ACRES on Hwy 62, 8/4 • PRINT OR TYPE the wording you4]65. Reg. No. 1142677. 10-1.

Heartfelt sympathy js extended to the family and friends o 1514711. 9-1.
Brother Harley Elkins. Brother Elkins was ill for many months prior FOR SALE: 73 MAZDA Rx2 Rotary 4 mi from Salem, Arkansas City limits. want in your advertising on a sep-

spd. Excel. cond. Radio, heater, reclin- Dug well, 7 acre lake. Service Station. arate sheet of paper, limiting your-
to his death. At the time of his death he was living in Anderson with ing buckets, tinted glass. $1800 cash. ago, gd location. Rm for exp. Owner self to 30 words or less, includingMotel & Gift Shop built new 5 yrs

his wife Judy. Most of Brother Elkins work was out of area. Berkeley, CA 94707. Ph. 415/526-5725. Arkansas 72576. Ph. 501/895-3106. Reg. and REGISTER NUMBER.
B. Simmons, 1737 Solano Ave. No. 304, retiring. J. Ball, P.O.B. 618, Salem, your NAME, complete ADDRESS

Most heartfelt sympathy is extended to the family and friends FOR SALE: BLONDE OAK DOUBLE FOR SALE: FRONT END LOADER- I Allow for a time lapse of severalReg. No. 1682290. 9-1. No, 1142907. 10-1.
of Brother Chris Brass. Brother Brass was retired and had been for BED. Hd & ft bds., Mr. & Mrs. drssr, WALDEN 5000, 4 Yd bucket, 4 wheel weeks between the posting of let-
a number of years. At the time of his death he was making his home 19589 Gliddon St.. Castro Valley. CA E . Landrum, 5033 Brian Ct., Fremont,

1rg mirror & 2 nite stnds. A. Thomas, hydrastic drive. Articulates--91/2' lift. ters and receipts of your ad by our
in Montague with his wife Mary Brass.. 94546. Ph. 415/537-4367. Reg. No. CA 94538. Ph. 415/656-1963. Reg. No. readers.

0285497. 10-1.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to the family and friends of FOR SALE: MOTOROLA MICOR 2- FOR SALE: JD 45013 TRACK LOADER Shop as soon as the property you

1230135. 10-1. • Please notify Engineers Swap
WAY RADIO SYSTEM. Low band- w/4 in one bucket & rippers. Exc.Brother H. S. "Scotty" Clark. Scotty worked and lived in the Redding 43.32 MHZ. Motorola's bst. Base sta- cond., 10 hrs. Financing avail. D. War- have advertised is sold.

area for many years prior to his retirement. Brother Clark was ill for tion w/ console & remote desk set. 5 ren, P.O.B. 54, Upper Lake, CA 95485. • Because the purpose should be
mobile units w/ extra sending & re- Ph 707/275-2603. Reg. No. 1312819. 10-1. served within the period, ads hence-many months prior to his death. ceiving unit. 60' antenna. Less than FOR SALE: LIKE NEW LINCOLN SA

Heartfelt sympathy is extended to the family and friends of Cora maintenance prog. Present slles con- Complete. $1,600. B. Hewlett, Pleasan- newspaper after three months.
2 yrs. old. Vry gd cod. Under reg. 200 DC WELDER on trailer w/ leads. forth will be dropped from the

Green. Cora was the wife of Brother Charles Green. At the time of her tract & maintenance contract can be ton, CA. Ph. 415/846-7225. Reg. No. e Address all ads to: Engineersassumed w/ ]0 down. H. Tower, Bx 1359556 10-1.death she lived in Anderson. 386,. Sonora, CA 95370. Ph. 209/532- FOR SALE: INTERNATIONAL K.5 Swap Shop, DALE MARR, Editor,
2281. Reg. No. 0295015. 10-1.

EUREKA FOR SALE: HGHY HC HOLE DIGGER T Dump Trucks for sale or trade. L. California 94103. Be sure to include
DROP-INS. International & Diamond 474 Valencia Street, San Francisco, '

It is with great sorrow we report the passing of Brother William digger on DT truck, turntable, outrig- City. CA 94014. Ph. 415/333-9006. Reg. your register number. No ad will beon FWD truck. $3,500. Hghy RDB hole Mulhair, - 97 Southridge Way, Daly

M. Moss on September 17,«1976. Our deepest sympathies to his family gers, winch line. $7,500. L. Kelly. No. 154371. 10-1. published without this information.
and friends.

We wish a speedy recovery to retired brother, H. L. "Curly"
Spence, he just completed a stay in the General Hosiptal and he is
now convalescing at home. More On Salinas ConstructionCongratulations are in order for Brother John Wilkinson who wed
Marge Elliott on September 4, 197@-We wish you many years of hap- (Continued from Page 12) paving the apartment site at Alvin just been overshadowed by thepiness. and Jim Potter. I have to say in and Main in Salinas now too. Art tragedy of Floyd "Sonny" Ramey,OAKLAND

The Oakland Office wishes to extend our congratulations to Lee all honesty that some of these Rodriguez, Gene Flores, Chuck of Greenfield. He was 40, April
Lawrence and his new bride Jeannette. Jeannette and Lee were mar- situations are disgusting. After we Spaulding and Gene McReynolds 1
ried on September 25, 1976 and are residing at 2853 Van Buren Street, supported this project for Kaiser, are on this job. Tule also has 7,1976, when his last heart attack

Alameda, California. Lee is one of our upstanding apprentices. we had absolutely no support from work in Stockton, San Francisco took him from us. We attended
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2 Our deepest sympathy is extended to the family (wife, Eleanor, Kaiser Aluminum in resolving a and the East Bay. his funeral Sept. 17. Sonny and his
and son, Ralph Carr, an Operating Engineer) and many friends of surveyors on this site. This in spite the Carl Swenson Social Security setters, Sonny and I worked to-

representation problem regarding Willie Franks subs the dirt on dad (aIso Floyd) were both grade-
, Brother William Carr, a retired member who recently passed away. of a letter of understanding re- Administration building job also gether for Granite Mon terey

garding construction work. We at Alvin and Market in Salinas. Branch. Sonny is survived by hisFresno Proiects Continued resolved the problem regardless, John Jacobson runs blade for wife Georgia, sons Randy, 20;
albeit with no help from Kaiser. Willie, Iives up in Ben Lomond. Mark, 19, and Greg, 12. Floyd,

(Continued from Page 5) In fact, all we got was finger It's saddening to find how the the father is also retired on dis-. of Los Banos and they are now The two stops cover about 25 pointing and loudmouth. I hope odds can run against us in our ability. We are all diminished byopen to the public. acres and because of their eleva- we don't have to resolve this at- lives. Dick Plo has worked out Sonny Ramey's passing. .
The two rest stop areas, one tion, offer a good view of crop- titude the hard way. of Monterey County these past

for each direction of travel cost lands of western Fresno County Hawaii San Francisco is begin- four or five years, been a strong
nearly $900,000. Each area in- and Merced County. ning a multi-unit housing com- supporter in all ways. I quote An assistant secretary of labor
cludes parking for 24 cars, includ- The restroom buildings have plex on Forest Ridge Avenue the verbatim from his letter: heads the U.S. Department of La-
ing two for handicapped persons, ceramic tile walls and floors, above Monterey. Gerry Gladstone "Dear Jack, after three succes- bor's Employment and Training
sixteen truck or car- trailer They contain the new air-flush found it in his heart to enter into sive heart attacks I really feel Administration, whose main pur-
spaces, eight restrooms, cooled type toilets which use only one an owner/operator short form con- that there would be no way that pose is to give the unemployed op-
drinking water, sheltered picnic , struction agreement with us, and portunities for training and place-
tables and utility islands where gallon of water per flush. Pubte he has applied for membership. I could perform what would be ment services and unemployment
camping rigs can dispose of telephones are to be installed at Tule Construction does the exca- demanded of me as an Operating compensation through a federal-
wastes. a later date. vation work on this site. They are Engineer." Dick's problem has state system.
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1977 SCHEDULE OF SEMI-ANNUAL MEETINGS
Location: Masonic Auditorium, 1111 California St., San Francisco, Ca.
Dates: Saturday, Jan. 8th (1:00 p.m.); Saturday, July 9th (1:00 p.m.) More On Six-Year Hwy. Plan

DISTRICT AND SUB-DISTRICT MEETINGS
NOVEMBER JANUARY (Continued from Page 2) said at a news conference shortly administration, and says he is not

4 Oakland, Thurs., 8 p.m. 11 Eureka, Tues., 8:OOP.m. Reagan Administration holdovers after the Highway Commission convinced that the "road-building
9 Stockton, Tues., 8 p.m. 12 Redding, Wed., 8:00 p.m. on the Commission. announced its changes in the six- coffer has nearly run dry, and

16 Fresno, Tues., 8 p.m. 13 Oroville, Thurs., 8:00 p.m. Vetter said he is perfectly aware year plan. that what money there is must go -
19 Honolulu, Wed., 7:00 p.m. that neither Burns nor Gianturco "Obviously the ethic of unlim- towards road maintenance.

23 Sacramento, Tues., 8 p.m. 20 Hilo, Thurs., 7: 30 p.m. are legally obliged to allocate ited freeways and the attempt to "I've talked to some experi-
DECEMBER 26 San Francisco, Wed., 8:'00 p.m funds according to the Commis- pour cement from one end of the enced engineers at CalTrans and

FEBRUARY sion's recommendations. state to the other-that's over," they've told me that the amount2 Ukiah, Thurs., 8 p.m. 8 Stockton, Tues., 8:00 p.m. "My term and Bill Leonard's he said. "I takes a while for peo- of repair contemplated by the ad-
10 Ogden, Fri., 8 p.m. 10 Oakland, Thurs., 8:00 p.rn. are up in December," he said. ple to adjust to that." ministration may be considerably
11 Reno, Sat., 8 p.m. 15 Fresno, Tues., 8:00 p.m. "Come January, the Governor Commissioner Vetter does not in excess of normal demand," he
16 Watsonville, Thurs., 8 p.m. 22 Sacramento, Tues.,8: 00 p,m, can make new appointments to see eye tp eye with the current said.

give them the majority they
DISTRICT AND SUB,DISTRICT MEETING PLACES need."

San Francisco, Engineers Fresno, Engineers Bldg., 3121 "We are told by the Administra-
Bldg., 474 Valencia St. E. Olive St. tion that the state is acting on

Eureka, Engineers Bldg., 2806 IIi£iah, Grange Hall (opposite what the public-says it prefers," More From Marr
Broadway. 101 Motel), State Street, Ukiah. Vetter said. "Yet a great deal of

Redding, Engineers Bldg., 100 Salt Lake City, 1958 W. No. the input we get at the commis- (Continued from Page 2)
Lake Blvd. sion comes from community fig- Registrar of Voters. For instance, in San Francisco absenteeTemple.

Oroville, Prospectors Village, · ures who say, 'please--can't you
Reno, Musicians Hall, 124 W. finish the project in our area?' " ballots can be requested up to October 26th, to be mailed toOroville Dam Blvd.

Taylor Street.Honolulu, Washington School - Vetter also implied that the Ad- the individual anywhere, and if a person finds the day be-
Marysville,.Elks Hall, 920-D ministration has not been above fore voting day he or she will not be able to go to the polls(Cafetorium), 1633 S. King St. Street. stacking the deck when it needed on November 2 they may go in person to city hall and signHilo, Kapiolani School, 966

Kilauea Ave. Watsonville, Veterans Memo- to. He said he knew of instances an affidavit to vote. A voter who is not able to leave the
San Jose, Labor Temple, 2102 rial Bldg., 215 Third. where state officials went out of house can request a Poll Judge to bring a ballot to the house,

Almaden Rd. Santa Rosa, Veterans' Memo- their way to solicit participation by calling the Registrar of Voters. Or, call a Local 3 districtStockton, Engineers Bldg., 2626 rial Bldg., 1351 Maple. by Sierra Club members and
N. California. Provo. Carpenters Hall, 600 other environmental groups in office for help in bringing a Poll Judge from the polling place

Oakland, Labor Temple, 23rd public hearings. to the house with a ballot for the shut-in or elderly voter.South, 600 East. Although the action implied byk Valdez. Even as an individual you can make your Mood citizen-Sacramento, CEL&T Bld g., Ogden, Ramada Inn, 2433 Vetter may not have occurred un-
2525 Stockton Blvd. Adams Ave. der Brown's direct supervision, it ship felt by Simply calling all your friends and acquaint-

is not uncharacteristic of the Gov- ances and encouraging them to vote and above all, making
JOB STEWARDS INACTIVATED ernor's attitude towards the sure you cast your own vote.

Week ending September 24, 1976 Week ending October 8, 1976 state's highway transportation.
Dist. Name Agent Dist. Name Agent From statements he has made, In addition to all the above, we have alerted every dis-10 Tom Mack S. McNulty 

~12 Larry Keene R. Daughtery 10 Robert Lawson R. Wagnon Brown has made it clear that he
20 Gary Kase D. Senechal 31 Lee Vera J. Victor

40 Paul McEwen E. Lake would just as soon do away with
 trict representative, business agent, coordinator, special rep-

the highway commis si on alto- resentative and department head to give every bit of free
CREDIT UNION gether, and put the entire high- time available in support of the Carter-Mondale ticket in

way revenues into the-State's gen-OPERATING ENGINEERS LOCAL UNION NO. 3 eral fund, where freeways would every state and, of course, in support of all those local can-
6300 Village Parkway compete with every other govern- didates and propositions that are so vital to our brother engi-

Dublin, California 94566 ment program for the money. neers and their families. In another section of your official
Telephone: 415/829-4400 "Those who wish to pour ce-

Please send me information as indicated below: ' ment are in direct cornpetition for union paper you will find a list of these candidates and propo-

C Membership. public dollars in my judgment, sitions. Your vote, the vote of your family members and
with those who wish to build childC Dividends. care, take care of the aged or pro the vote of your friends, as well as your dedicated activities

C 7% Investment Certificates. tect the environment," Brown can well change the course of history. It's all up to you.E Signature Loan.
C Share Secured Loan.
E New/Used Automobile Loan.
C New/Used Motor Home Loan. Many Proiects Going Near ModestoC New/Used Mobile Home Loan.
C New/Used Boat/Motor/Trailer Loan. (Continued from Page 5) ect done by Madonna Construe- ter. The major work on there
C Travel Trailer/Camper Loan.
C First Mortgage Loan. Sonora. They have a crew that tion. This job has been completed right now being with dirt exca-

vation making parking lots and
E Second Mortgage Loan. has been working most of the and sold approximately 2 weeks with landscaping. This project is
E Assistance in refinancing Automobile Loan. summer in the timber area of the ago. We wish that we had more moving along very well.
C Temporary Disability Insurance on Loans. county. They are working under jobs of this nature in the area be- Brewer Company out of Fresno
C Life Savings Insurance on Share Deposits. the new Timber Purchaser's cause this one was a good two has completed their Crows Land-
C Loan Protection Insu,ranee on Loans. Credit Agreement. The hot plant ing project. This was a very
EL Share Insurance Protection on Share Deposits. at Table Mtn. has been running seasons of work for quite a few

 smooth job for this company,
very spasmodically. The crusher brother engineers. certainly hope they did  well. The

NAME has been down for sometime and Down in Stanislaus County in rock, plants in Stanislaus Countyis back in production at this time. the Oakdale area, Flintkote has have had very little activity butADDRESS George Reed has  moved a crush- completed their twenty-six mile the major plants such as Flint-
CITY STATE ZIP er in at New Melones Dam and project and have had several kote, Santa Fe Rock and Turlockdid some crushing there. They small jobs or dirt excavation and Rock have been able to keep their .©*SOC. SEC. NO TELEPHONE _L__/ have got some work coming up paving in and around the com-

in the Cottonwood area, however, munity of Oakdale. Larry Aks- regular crews busy. The new jobs *
that is quite a ways away. Amer- land out of Stockton has a very coming up in the area are mostly
ican Bridge has started to make ef fective dirt spread at the Wood- underground, pipeline and tele-ready to line the surge shaft at row Reservoir just outside of phone cornmunications. However,New Melones. They have got Oakdale. There are about seven there are several major buildingIMPORTANT 7 their yard just about set up and brother engineers on this proj-

Detailed complelion of this form will at this time are waiting on mater- ect . George Reed has also been projects , but unfortunately these

not only ossure you of receiving youi ial, The major project that has successful in bidding small proj. type of projects do not employ
ENG/NEERS NEWS each month, if will eds in the Riverbank area, un- very many brother engineers.
also assure you of receiving other im- been completed in Tuolumne fortunately last Tuesday they ,
porlanf mail from your Local Union. County is the Kasler Ranch Proj- had a fatality on that job. One of 1
Please fill out carefully and check
dosely before mailing. US: the laborers was hit a motorist NOTICE

247 
11*,R~1~IN*tiL _-**1~1~

*-| At the regular quarterly Dis- George Reed Company has also trict 5 membership meeting to
NOTICE and was fatally injured. The At the regular quarterly Dis-

REG. NO triet 12 memberslip meeting to been busy with the Hahn Shop- be held on TUESDAY, NO-

'LOCAL UNION NO. be held on FRIDAY, DECEM- ping Center. They have had quite VEMBER 16, 1976, at 8:00 r
BER, 10, 1976 at 8:00 p.m., at a crew working over there and p.m., at the Engineers Build-

SOC. SECURITY NO. the Ramada Inn, 2433 Adams are working at this time. R. B. ing, 3121 E. Olive Street, Fres-
Welty has had several survey no, California, Special Order of *

NAMF A~~nruej~0~du~~~; Usta~:11Speecri~ crews in the Hahn Center for Business will be to elect one ,

NEWADDRFSS elect one Grievance Commit- Reed and also Onsite Engineering Grievance Committee member ·11
tee member to fill the balance which is a new company which to fill the balance of an un-

CITY we were successful in getting an expired term. The election will .0of an unexpired term. The agreement with in the last few be held pursuant to Ikcal
STATF 7'P election will be held pursuant months. There have been several Union Bylaws, Article X, Sec-to Local Union By-Laws, Arti-

 contractors completing small por- tion 9(b).Clip and mail to Engineers News, 474 Valencia St., S. F., Calif. 94103 ele X, Section 9(b).Incompleti forms wA not be p,ocessed. tions of the Hahn Shopping Cen-


